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EDITOR’S NOTE
In the wake of an infamous year, the emerging artists at the University of Montana have pulled together to create a collective work that
proves passion will carry us through. For many of our contributors and
editors, The Oval, Volume XI marks their first publication. This periodical shows that our education and innovation within the humanities can
and will materialize in beautiful ways. We are proud to toss out taboos
and reclaim our identities. The Oval is the place to explore the diverse
perspectives of our undergraduate student body. The communities we
left behind, the ones we brought with and the ones which we built together seep through the pages of this magazine. Through those talented
peers who supplied the contents of Volume XI and those who worked to
transform them, I’ve glimpsed a better future. One in which our voices
ring individually and resound as a whole. If you haven’t found your community yet, I welcome you to join ours, to meet the characters and artists
which make up our ninety-six pages. You always belong here.
The Oval is only made possible by the generosity of the ASUM
senators and executives, the Mansfield Library, Karin Schalm, the Creative Writing Program, the English Department, Ken Price and the staff
at UM Printing & Graphics and Kevin Head and the annual Writers’ Fall
Opus. These behind the scenes motivators are invaluable. Thank you.
Thank you, to our faculty advisor Robert Stubblefield who has
given each of us, myself especially, the courage and the confidence to
believe in our abilities as young people, as non-traditional students, as
professionals and scholars. Your thoughtfulness and compassion is a
saving grace in the gritty world of academia. Thank you to Carlos Medina, without whom Robert Stubblefield could never have survived our
nonsense. Special thanks to our Technological Administrator, Shannon
Janssen for her vast knowledge, technical and moral support. You are the
left half of our collective brain, and without you, this would have never
come together. To the gifted Hunter Raab, our Design and Layout Editor,
thank you for taking Word documents and turning them into, after
countless hours of work, a singular work of art in and of itself.
I’m particularly grateful to my peers. Thank you to those brilliant editors who sifted through hundreds of submissions and produced
something truly reflective of the University’s potential. Everyone who
submitted to this year’s edition, thank you for making our choices so
difficult. Your brilliance surpassed every expectation we had going into
this. I’m personally honored to have worked alongside you, and with all
your works.
Courtney Coburn
Editor-in-Chief
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NOTES ABOUT POETRY &
VISUAL ART
Both the poems MY FINE CHINA, and FORGET ME NOT have
been modified to preserve the poet’s original form. MY FINE CHINA uses Calluna at size 9.5, and FORGET ME NOT uses Calluna
at size 8 font.
In order to honor each artist’s aesthetic, the visual artworks in this
year’s volume are not accompanied by titles or names. If you like a
piece, please refer back to the Table of Contents.

UNTITLED 8X8, the cover for this issue, was created by Elisabeth
Buick and digitally manipulated by Luke Larkin.

UNTITLED, STILL, by Kelaiah Horat: Acrylic paint and ballpoint
pen.

SELF-PORTRAIT NO. 1, by Savannah Stewart: Photography with
digital manipulation

LIFE IN COLOR, by Kelaiah Horat: Watercolor and Ballpoint Pen
BOY IN COLOUR, by Kaden Harrison: Photography– for this

piece two half-filled fish tanks were used to disperse fluorescent
lighting over a series of colored stage lights and household lamps.

CHRYSALIS, by Gabrielle Tusberg: Collage- this piece was created with photos of the artist’s childhood.

POETRY

MY FINE
CHINA
Alecia Weis
Please come in.
I’ve lit the incense
and bathed my legs.
I’ve set out the fine china,
and bought liquor and laxatives from the lady at the market.
I’ve worn my best skirt.
I call it my “please love me” skirt
and I think you will love me if you just come in.
The lady at the market
fooled me into this scent, this scent of incense.
I would never have trusted her with my fine china,
but she had wonderful legs.
They were boney, lanky, fine legs.
She would look much better in this skirt.
I nudged at the glass china made in China
and wondered who could ever come in.
I think you’d love the smell of these incense.
I pour the liquor into the china, the liquor from the market.
And the laxatives from the lady at the market,
I’d bought only a few, just to thin out my legs.
They tasted sweet and went well with my liquor, and incense,
I can feel the cotton suffocating my hips, this skirt
should be fitting better, looser. What’s wrong with the laxatives? Come in,
please, I’m ready. I’ve put out another set of china.
“Incense made in China.”
I wonder how long it took them to get to the market,
waiting for someone to open them up and let them in.
I want to open my legs,
but the squeeze from my tightly sewn skirt
denies me. Please come smell the incense.
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They reek of desperation, the incense.
Or maybe of patience, since they did come from China.
I want to get out of my “please love me” skirt,
but I’ve been waiting here for you since I got back from the market
and I think you’ll really enjoy what’s left of the liquor and my legs
if you would just please, please come in.
I knew you wouldn’t like my skirt, or the scent of the incense.
I just thought you could come in and marvel at my china.
Forget the lady at the market or the fool hiding in these legs.
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FICTION

THE
OCEAN
Mielle Hubbard
Marie opened her door after the second knock to find Stewart, arm still raised for the third, standing on her stoop.
“I guess you’re ready to go?” he asked.
“Have been for a couple weeks,” Marie said. “I would offer
you a cup of coffee, but…” she gestured to her empty apartment.
Stewart leaned in to see it and whistled at the sight of the
bare walls. “I know you’re not sentimental about your things, but
damn,” he said, “you remembered everything?”
“Really?” she responded. “You want me to quadruple check?”
“Sorry, habit from the kids,” Stewart said as he helped Marie carry her bags to the car and loaded them up. “I’m impressed you
fit your whole life into just three bags.”
“You’d be surprised how little a single person needs. This is
just the essentials. Plus underwear.”
Stewart laughed as he sat in the passenger seat and Marie
drove off. Fifteen minutes later, by the car clock set three minutes
fast, they stopped in front of a small house that stood out against
its neat neighbors with its bright colors and unkempt garden. Marie honked the horn and Stewart shouted, “Get your butt out here,
Ron!”
The door flew open and a small woman with a huge bush
of greying hair rushed out, knocking over nearly everything on the
cluttered porch as she ran down the stairs.
“Marie, Stew!” Rhonda threw aside her bag and ran to her
siblings, just barely out of the car.
“Jesus, Ron, I saw you yesterday,” Marie said through a
squeezed chest into her sister’s hair.
“I know, I’m just so excited.” Rhonda picked up her suitcase and crammed it into the full trunk. “Woah, Marie. Three bags?
That’s good, even for you.”
As they all got into the car and drove away, Rhonda and
Stewart tapped their feet excitedly as Marie merged onto I-90 and
the trip was finally begun.
“So Marie, what’s our itinerary look like? Where are we
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staying tonight? How many miles a day?” Rhonda handed a bag of
chips up to Stewart in the passenger seat.
“No idea. No plan. We’re just gonna go until we stop,” Marie
said.
“Wait, no plan? You, the master of all plans, planner of all
forty-four years of your life, do not have a plan for the next week?”
Stewart said, mouth full of chips.
Marie shrugged. “I’ve been making plans since forever and
look what it’s gotten me. A job that wore me down and an apartment full of plants.”
“This all feels like a movie!” Rhonda said. “The chief editor
of the Boston Review suddenly quits and moves across the country,
having affairs with silver foxes along the way.”
“I don’t know about the silver foxes,” said Marie.
“Fine, young stallions, then,” said Rhonda.
Marie woke up every day at 7:00. She did her morning yoga
while water boiled, and sat down for tea and oatmeal at 7:20. She
had toppings that she rotated daily, so she could tell herself that
every morning felt like a new meal. She finished eating by 7:30, put
the dishes in the washer, and got into the shower. Out of the shower at 7:45. Put on light makeup, the set of clothes laid out the night
before, and out the door at 8:00. The walk to work took her thirty
minutes, where she used her red pen liberally on articles, took care
of everyone’s questions and problems, and occasionally sipped from
her mug of coffee. She took a break at 1:30, ate an apple and a sandwich (brought from home, made the night before, also on a daily
rotation), and looked out at Boston laid before her.
She liked to look into people’s windows, imagine what they
were doing or thinking. On occasion, sunlight would shine off the
water through the cracks between the skyscrapers, reminding her
of the harbor just out of sight. Her heart ached at this, forcing the
memories of her mom pulling her out of school and going to the
beach on a whim. Marie was grateful for the often cloudy city, so
that she didn’t have to remember her mom too often.
Marie’s phone buzzed, telling her it was 2:00, and it was
back to the red pen, back to problems, back to coffee sipping. She
left the office at 6:00, walked home, took out a frozen dinner, and
put it in the microwave. While it heated up, she decided on a TV
show, put it on, then ate the dinner, always burning her tongue
on the first couple of bites. She let her show play while she made
lunch for the next day, picked out her clothes, prepared her overnight oatmeal, cleaned the kitchen. Then she got into bed at 9:30,
set her computer next to her, drank her vodka water (no lemon,
she already brushed her teeth and didn’t want the acid), turned and
scrolled through her endless feeds until she fell asleep around 11:00,
the computer still on next to her. She woke up again at 7:00 and did
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yoga while the water boiled.
The trip from Boston to Seattle was a forty-five hour drive,
not that Marie was thinking about it. She also wasn’t thinking
about the approximate number of stops they would need to make
and the nights they would spend in hotels, making their entire trip
about five days. And she absolutely was not thinking about how
if Rhonda didn’t get out of the shower in the next three minutes,
they would all miss the continental breakfast, so they would go to a
diner, which would add at least two hours to the day.
She took a deep breath. The whole point of this was to not
have a plan.
“I’m going to get a muffin from the continental breakfast,”
she called to Rhonda.
“Oh, I was thinking we could just go to that greasy spoon
we passed last night,” Rhonda said over her shower. Marie heard
squeaking, and the water stopped. “But you can grab something if
you’re hungry. I’ll be ready in about thirty minutes.”
Marie followed the familiar sweet smell of continental
breakfast carbs to the lobby and sat at a corner table with a muffin
and a pile of oddly wet fruit salad. She opened the notebook she
had brought with her and stared at her scribbles, the handwriting
that came out when she wrote too quickly. She picked up her pen,
turned to a new page, and began to write, a little more controlled.
Someone approached her table, holding their own plate of
muffins and croissants and sat down.
“Rhonda’s going to be ready in an hour,” Marie said.
“Yeah, I figured,” Stewart said. “Decided to do a little carbo-loading before we head off for the day. Where are we supposed
to get to tonight?”
“Madison,” Marie looked up. “Or whatever.”
“I knew you still had a plan,” Stewart smiled. “So what is it
for when you actually get there?”
“I got a little apartment in Queen Anne, security deposit
paid and papers ready to sign. But honestly, that’s it. I don’t have a
job lined up. I don’t even know if I want a job.” Marie smiled and
shook her head. “This is so dumb, but I think I want to write a
book.”
“Eh, it’s a little cliché, but it’s not dumb. What would it be
about?”
“I want it to be about me, but not about me. Like a madeup version of me. I don’t know if that counts as fiction, but I don’t
know what else it could be about.”
“I think fiction’s best when it’s rooted in some reality.”
Stewart held Marie’s hand. “I’m excited to read it.”
Marie squeezed his hand and smiled. They cleared their table together and walked up to their rooms to sit and wait while
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Rhonda finished getting ready. Marie checked her watch as they
walked out of the hotel. Just a couple hours past the schedule she
was definitely not thinking about.
It was easy to forget about the days slipping away when
you do the same thing for all of them. Marie realized this when she
was laying in bed, sipping her vodka water, scrolling through her
Facebook memories, and came across a post she had made twelve
years ago. First day at her new position, chief editor. She closed
the laptop, turned onto her back, and stared at the ceiling, trying
to remember all the time, the stories, the magazine issues, but it
was all just one blur, the same routine over and over again. She remembered reading some time ago that when you go somewhere,
it always feels like it takes longer to get somewhere than it does to
get back. Same thing happens when there’s not enough variation
in your routine; the brain filters away the repetition. Same thing
happens when there’s no variation in your routine.
Marie opened her computer, opened a new tab to Google, and stared. How do you solve all your problems with a Google
search? She hesitated for a moment, hovered above the keys, and
closed her computer again. She walked to her bookcase, pulling out
a small journal. The last entry was from two years ago. Back in bed,
her hand began to write furiously. The vodka water was forgotten
about, became room temperature then undrinkable as she wrote
through the night.
Marie looked out the window at Wisconsin. The sky was
cloudy, the sun hung low in the sky, the only constant as fences,
poles, cars, fields whizzed by. They’d been on the road for just over
an hour today. They stopped for coffee, refreshed their snacks,
Stewart checked in with his wife and kids, and they took off again.
Marie sat in the back seat, methodically bringing crackers up to her
mouth, and letting her vision go soft. When they were kids going
on their annual family road trip, this is how it was. Music washed
through the car, the whole family lost in their own thoughts, and
the road spinning past. She always imagined that a giant was behind the car, peeling up the roadway as they drove away from it, on
and on and on.
“What are your favorite memories of Mom?” Stewart broke
the soft magic entering the car.
“What?” Marie lifted her head and looked to the front seat.
“I mean, when you think of Mom, what do you think of?”
“Her laugh,” Rhonda answered. “It was just. So. Loud.”
“And it was so characteristic, you could pick it out of a
crowd in a second,” Marie said. “I remember how she could strike
up a conversation with anybody. She could talk about anything
with anyone for hours.”
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“God, she could talk forever,” laughed Rhonda. “I think I got
that from her.”
“You? Talk a lot? No way,” Stewart said.
Rhonda looked at him. “Put your hand out,” she said.
“Yeah, right, Mom, not falling for that one,” said Stewart.
He laughed as Rhonda reached across and hit his thigh anyway.
“Remember how she would take you on those little trips every once in awhile? We always stayed at home and made friendship
bracelets,” said Rhonda.
“We went to the library, she let me take out any book I
wanted. I accidentally learned about sex way too early,” said Stewart.
They all laughed at that, Rhonda turned up the music, and
they all returned to their snacks and daydreams.
The hours went by, the sun rose and fell through the sky.
They forgot what state they were in. State of delirium, Stewart
joked.
Marie woke up at 7:00 the morning after that long night
of writing. She skipped her yoga and took a long shower. At lunch,
she looked out her window, trying to see the water through the
skyscrapers.
She sat down, closed her eyes, and allowed herself to watch
her mom walk to the shoreline and place her hand on top of the
water, just for a moment. Her mom closed her eyes, took a breath,
and settled into the water. As a young girl, Marie never understood
this part of it, why her mom always had to touch the freezing cold
water. Then her mom opened her eyes again, smiled at Marie,
and they spent the rest of their day running to and away from the
waves. They collected rocks and sea glass, yelled as they ran through
swarms of seagulls, until they had to leave for the day.
A hand shook Marie, and she opened her eyes to see the
nervous face of an intern, the one elected to wake her up. Marie
smiled and stood up. She told him she was leaving for the day and
walked home.
That night, she wrote her resignation letter and called her
siblings, telling them she had a new plan, she would buy their return tickets if they drove with her to Seattle. She didn’t have to give
any explanation before they both said yes.
The siblings stared at Old Faithful, or the hole that the geyser was set to come out of in twenty minutes.
“I guess you had one thing planned,” said Rhonda after the
silence had stretched too long.
“I’m surprised you didn’t see it coming, you know how
much Mom loved Old Faithful,” said Marie.
“I know we didn’t stop just to look at water come out of the
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ground. What are we really doing here?” asked Rhonda.
Marie took out a piece of neatly folded paper and began to read.
“It’s 10:23, I’m in bed, my heart hurts. Remember when
you’re a kid and you think that your life will end when you turn
forty, that everything will be stuck and nothing can change? And
then that actually did happen, at least to Mom. She turned forty,
got sick, and her life ended. Nothing changed for her after she died.
I think I always thought the same thing would happen to me, even
just in the back of my mind. Maybe that’s why I’ve stayed at this job
for twelve goddamn years, maybe that’s why I’ve let myself just drift
along. I have all of these routines, these plans, but they just let me
pretend that I have some control over my life, that I’m not just the
background character in a play that should be about me.” Marie
stopped reading and looked up. “And then it’s just me being melodramatic for a couple pages.”
There was another long silence as the siblings looked at the
ground.
“I didn’t know you were feeling that way,” Stewart finally
said.
“I didn’t either, not until a couple weeks ago. Facebook reminded me how long I’d been at my job, and then I started thinking
about how I’m about to turn forty-five, and Mom died when she
was forty-four, and it feels like we’ve both lived the same amount
this past year.” Marie kicked at some rocks on the ground. “Mom
always made people happy and went on adventures. And she lived
life on purpose. I want to live life on purpose too.”
Rhonda started laughing. “So to live life on purpose, you
had to give up your very much on purpose plans?” She hugged Marie tightly. “You’re a lot more like Mom than you think,” she said.
“You weren’t old enough to remember how many plans she made
when we were little.”
Marie squeezed back, letting tears fall onto her sister’s
shoulder. They stayed together as the geyser erupted behind them.
Marie couldn’t help but still wake up at 7:00. She went to
the bakery she had walked past for twelve years and got a scone
to eat as she read the news. Over the couple weeks before the big
road trip, she methodically checked off her list as she sold furniture,
ended her lease, said goodbye to her few friends. The days blurred
together, but buzzed with an unfamiliar energy.
The night before she left, Marie mentally went through her
packing checklist, picturing where each item had been put. She fell
asleep in her sleeping bag, woke up early, and got ready. The knocks
came at 8:03. She opened the door on the second to greet Stewart.
They entered Seattle on the sixth day after leaving Boston.
It was the early afternoon, the sun greeting them as they drove
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across the last bridge. As she drove through the tunnel into the city,
Marie thought of it as a fitting entrance to her rebirth, then immediately rolled her eyes for being so corny.
“Where should we go first? Hotel, food? The apartment I
know you definitely already have?” Rhonda said.
“I want to see the ocean,” Marie said.
“Ocean it is,” said Stewart, who began giving directions off
his phone to a sculpture garden along the water.
It was impossible for Marie to not imagine all the possibilities in this city, so she let her mind jump from life to life. She imagined which coffee shop she might sit in to write, the food trucks she
might visit, the friends she might make in the bars she might go to.
Stewart dragged her back to reality as they got to the park and got
out.
Marie quietly walked to the shoreline, leaving Stewart and
Rhonda behind. She reached her hand to the water, braced through
the shock of cold, and let it float on the small waves. As the cold
began to spread up her arm and into her body, she closed her eyes,
took a breath, and settled into the water.
“You know, this isn’t actually an ocean, it’s a sound,” Stewart said as they caught up to Marie.
“We always called the harbor the ocean,” Marie replied.
“This is pretty much the same thing.” She shook her hand as she
pulled it out of the water.
They stood in silence as the wind whipped from the water.
Marie stood, breathing in the salty air that was so familiar, so similar to her old home in Boston.
“What now?” Rhonda asked.
Marie turned to her sister, grinned, and said, “No plan.”
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NON-FICTION

CHRISAnson
GARRY
DIED
Nygaard
I backpacked in from the east, gaining a ridge south of
Skalkaho Pass at a wooded saddle. I pushed to high ground to glass
till last light and bivyed out where decade old deadfall from a burn
and new bear grass knife up a boundary between life and death at
7800’. The Bitterroot Valley, to the west, sunk under smoke from
current wildfires. It was the evening before archery season opened.
I stood above it, except for the slightest haze. Five years prior, deployed, I ordered my recurve from a custom bowyer in Texas who
my Sniper Team Leader had recommended. I was signed for six
weapons ranging from my 9mm Baretta to a Barret .50 cal., but Pilgrim and I spoke of being in different mountains hunting different
prey. Rifle hunting, he said, is really just shooting. Using a bow constitutes an actual hunt, and success with a traditional bow means
you’re good at it.
That evening on my ridge, a group of five strangers joined
me with similar notions for opening day. We discussed how best
we’d avoid each other. I said I’d stick to the ridge and travel north,
and they’d hunt below and to the south. Before they left to head
down to their camp, one of them, a handsome bearded man in new
boots, sat down next to me. As the last orange daylight died, he told
me Jesus died for my sins. He talked about his God, as a just god,
and said his judgement would befall me when I die. He ticked off a
couple commandments. Asked me if I’d ever lied or lusted or stolen.
I waited for him to ask If I’d ever killed. He asserted that a just god
would surely sentence my soul to damnation. I told him, kindly, I
didn’t believe in that sort of justice. I told him the fact that we all
die, and therefore one should hedge one’s bets, seemed like a great
argument for having faith in his god, as well as all the other ones
out there, too.
“Well,” he said, “I just think it would be a cruel joke if this is
all there was, if this is it.”
I took a long look around me. “I don’t see it that way,” I said,
and they left me to my high ground.
I ate ramen and slept lightly under a bright moon and a
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warm ashy breeze. I only zipped up my down bag because there
were spiders. When I woke up in the dark, I dressed and rolled
camp into my pack after the moon set.
Ten minutes before legal light I let out a few cow elk calls.
Seductive. Desperate, but soft enough. A large something cracked
loudly a few hundred meters down the ridge. I waited for the sun.
Before I got moving I texted my girlfriend. I’d forgotten
socks, and asked if she could please bring a couple pairs with her
when she came up to meet me later at our low camp. When I turned
the phone on I had one message. It was from Marsh in Seattle, to
me and Silva in Santa Cruz. “Chris Garry died,” it said. “How?” I
wrote back, at 6:26 am. I texted my girlfriend and shut the phone
off to save battery.
One day Garry shows up to work with a grocery bag full of
pepper spray. He wants to train. He wants our section to go out
into the Carolina pines, spray everyone in the face, and then we’d
all fight. We didn’t do it, but he was serious. I wonder if Garry killed
himself. Was he even still in the Army? Drunk driving? Was he deployed? IED? Training accident? Firefight? Did his truck roll? Did he
burn in on a jump? I knew he made Sergeant some time ago, but I
haven’t talked to the guy since I got out in 2012. Chris Garry died.
As soon as the sun came up I started slowly in the direction of the noise I’d heard until I caught movement. I was shaking
before I had my binos up. A buck fed slowly away from me 300 meters down the ridge. He had a gut and thick dark antlers. No way
I’d catch him on the move hopping deadfall with a carpet of sticks
snapping underfoot. But if I watched him bed down I could put a
slow stalk on him. He fed down and away from me, over a spur into
the next little bowl.
We’re fighting off an ambush and Garry has this Afghan Police guy next to him, lying flat on the ground, behind just a bump
in the open desert, midday. Garry takes this guy’s AK from him, acquires a target and goes cyclic. Dumps a mag. He reloads for the guy
and hands it back to him, saying, “That’s how you shoot this thing!”
Advise and Assist. Mission accomplished.
I dropped below the ridge’s silhouette, concealed on its
backside, looping around towards the buck. I stepped over each
fallen tree slowly with care to keep quiet, as fast as I could. When I
popped up high again, to look down on where the buck should have
been, he was gone. The bowl below was green and thick with young
growth. The drainage marked the edge of the old burn. I scanned it,
but nothing turned up. Resigned to could be anywhere I guess, I tried
cow calling again. A bull yelled back at me from a hidden meadow
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below. We talked it out for a half hour or so, but I decided there
was no way I was going to pull him out of the woods so late in the
morning, up to the open ridge in the heat. I decided to close the
distance myself. Close with and destroy the enemy, I thought. That
was a job I’d had once. I checked my phone one more time before
losing service.
I had a text. “He was in Iraq with Triple Canopy. That’s all
I know.” If anyone was going to go contract it’d be him, I guess. I
don’t remember Garry ever getting mail when we were deployed.
He was always in it. It was his life. He used to limit his overnight kit
to a bivy sack during winter, just because.
In his barracks room he pulls up Google Earth. He zooms
in to his old house in Richmond, Bay Area, where he went to high
school. He points out the dark rectangle in the backyard where he
and a friend dug a fighting pit, to train, so they wouldn’t get jumped
or beaten up so much walking home. He talks about smoking weed
and long boarding the gnarly shit in San Fran. Shows me an old
picture of “hippie Garry” with long hair. He tells me about living
in Alaska with an uncle for a while, and going on runs with a bolt
action .30-06 slung on his back for bears.
I dropped off the ridge, and the bear grass, onto scree. There
was still deadfall to work past at first, although less than on the
ridge. Wind swirled, and I paused to look through my binos often.
In the transitional flora at the edge of the burn, in young spruce, I
heard a nasally blow. I hadn’t thought about the buck since talking
with the bull, but I looked up and the muley was 160 meters straight
ahead, high tailing it out. He’d picked up a little brother, still big,
both in velvet, and they were gone.
Chris Garry recruited me into our battalion’s sniper section.
When we got back from twelve months in Iraq, I was a team leader
in a line company. I started PTing with the guys getting ready for
Ranger School. Garry shows up one morning after a ruck march.
He makes an announcement about Scout Platoon tryouts. He asks
if anyone wants to be a sniper. No one raises their hand, so I do.
Garry introduces me to the section and team leaders. We go to a
range and shoot, and I make it through tryouts. After that, Garry
and I ruck together on the weekends. Our first Saturday is an eighteen mile walk with 80lb ruck sacks from our barracks out to Sicily
drop zone and back. The DZ is an off-post training area. He fails to
mention we are not taking the gate to get there. He just leads out,
and the dirt road we’re on hits a ten-foot chain link fence with three
strands of barb wire topping it, angled outward. We’re getting ready
to go to Afghanistan, to be sneaky deadly mother fuckers, he says. If
we can’t do this, here, how are we going to do that, there? He isn’t
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wrong. We climb the fence, our packs on one shoulder, drop them
over, and follow behind. Being Airborne means we know how to hit
the ground, how to eat shit, and move out.
Shit. My pack was too heavy, and that was a nice buck. I
moved cautiously towards where I thought I last heard the bull, a
woody meadow, flooded in spots by small streams cutting deep into
mud. Fresh scat trailed off into timber everywhere. I mewed occasionally, gently, but I traveled through without response.
Toward the end of our Afghan deployment our battalion
photographer takes an official platoon picture. Garry kneels front
and center. He’s our Lieutenant’s radio guy. Black carbines at the
low ready, and Garry has his white middle finger firmly on his magazine well. The photo stays up on the battalion’s Facebook page for
several days before it comes to someone-important’s attention. The
platoon leader loses it. Garry gets smoked. He’s kicked out of the
platoon and put on burn pit detail. The 82nd is nothing if not concerned about appearances, but Garry wants to be a shadow. Guys
with bounties on their heads aren’t appropriate social media material for Garry. So, they make him a shadow. At least he didn’t live
long enough to die from burn pit exposure, I guess.
I followed a draw with a stream in the woods down to the
creek in the main drainage, to where my map claimed a trail followed that creek. There was no trail. Dead fall and understory here
had been spared the burn. I was now in designated “Wilderness,”
and it was thick. I found my route steadily, stepping over downed
trees every few feet. I imagined stepping over bodies for three miles.
Garry’s body, Sims’ body, Metcalf’s body, Walsh’s. The bodies of the
Kiowa pilots I watched get shot down, whose names I look up now
and again but can never remember. When I did hit trail, I jogged.
It seemed like something Garry would do. When I knew him, he
was on our battalion’s ten-mile team, and competitive in the division. Once, he bled through white socks on a division run, carrying
our battalion colors. He only bitterly handed off the flag after being
confronted by our Sergeant Major about his unacceptable uniform
appearance. Now, I ran towards clean socks, recurve in hand, passing through meadows incised by clear water thick with brookies,
bull trout and pyrite, and as I got closer to camp I dropped back into
smoke, hurdling the occasional tree across my path like the people
I’ve get to put behind me. Chris Garry Died. He was in Iraq with
Triple Canopy. That’s all I know.
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POETRY

HEADING
NOWHERE
Nicholas Soderburg
Your smell was there
the dead skin cells and dry sweat
that used to be us
lodged in the sheets and blankets
I never washed.
I watched the dust sway on the ceiling
Thinking of the plans and plots
you’d devised for us:
We’d build a farm,
go back to school,
get health insurance.
We can do it, you said.
We can do whatever we want.
When I woke up
my mouth was dry.
I drank down
some memory of you,
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put on some pants,
and left, heading nowhere.
I rode busses around the West.
I worked in kitchens, cleaned rooms,
bleached and mopped an adult arcade.
I started poking holes in my arms and legs.
It helped, it focused me.
It killed everything
but that immediate need.
I played the guitar in front of bookstores,
stole from shopping malls, got arrested
at The Home Depot. I met a single mother,
in Austin, Texas, slept in her bed, and never learned
her daughter’s name. I stranded
in downtown Portland, where the hustlers
sold good bags and knew my name.
I ran away, puked on a train, pissed myself
on the bus and shivered in a basement.
I came to, after a good shot,
in a public restroom
surrounded by paramedics.
“You weren’t that far gone,” one said.
“All you needed was a gentle nudge.”
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So, I went further.
I traded what little there was for even less dope.
I ran for the mountains, fell off,
wandered beaches, deserts, broken cities.
I talked with farmers, day laborers,
small business owners, asking
“What is it you do?”
And, though, they happily told me
I never could listen.
It was hard when I first got here.
But, the rigid structures—
lights on, 4 am,
breakfast at 7,
an hour in the yard,
lunch at noon—
have given me
a system to live in.
I even got a GED.
I wanted to say sorry
I never knew how to love you.
Sometimes, in the morning,
between the count and chow,
in those dreams that skim
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the border of sleep
I feel your touch on my arm,
I smell your morning breath,
and I hear you say my name,
“wake up.”
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POETRY

NOTLorriAN
EXIT
Bethel
The bleeding started
in the first month
of the thirteenth year,
with power
and howling
for a childhood
that never was,
for safety from
the groping hands,
shame, filthy core,
swinging dicks
blood and gore,
closed, locked doors,
the pounding,
the screaming,
the not letting in,
the drowning,
in the wine glass
of the mother
who never was,
the not listening,
the not knowing,
the not wanting
to know,
the big door shutting:
orange rejection,
the clicking lock,
peeing in the bushes.
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Not an exit.
Run and keep on
running until
it is far enough.
They are coming,
are here inside,
they are outside
and upside-down,
hanging from
the monkey bars,
hanging from the
private parts.
They are in you,
your panties,
your squirming legs
your dreams.
Not an exit.
Just a detour,
a blinding shot
to the jaw,
to the vein, the gut,
the heart, the soul,
to the footlights,
the stripper’s pole.
Polaroid pictures
in the precinct
of black eyes
and, black souls,
the cracking
of teeth, bones,
hearts - all instruments
dead and alive
that play this song
over and over and over
for the power
and the glory,
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forever and ever
Amen.
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POETRY

DANCING
Will Frost

See us
between want and would,
until we make love
		

some night there, in our own
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soft dreaming.
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POETRY

QUEEN

Shane C. Murphy

I imagine a field topple
about the lovely of summer
those golden lovelies and
what bends
to the mighty.
A silhouette
in runoff.
I heard
the taps
of rain
fall
like shivers;
a-pat
and-at me
terror
terror
terror;
but more
like starwater
in the hot
morning
shower.
Wandering
from place
to place;
poor
as
the
man
you are;
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Self
silent
I am
what is coming.
I cannot reach all of me.
I cannot feel where the child grew in my head.
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POETRY

ODE TO AAnson
GRECIAN
CRITIC
Nygaard

You’re Dead
Wrong
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POETRY

IN POETRY
CLASS
Denae Carter

		
		

the boy in my
poetry class says he loves my words

		
		
		

I’m reminded every time
I have to tap your shoulder
to remind you I’m speaking
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NON-FICTION

I WAS A Alecia
DADDY’S
GIRL
Weis
Before my father left for good, I was a daddy’s girl.
He taught me to fish and it quickly became our daddy-daughter thing. He took me on frequent trips to Cooney Dam.
We filled the cooler with sandwiches from the deli down the road,
a couple Cokes, and a pack of nightcrawlers. When my mother
came along, she cringed as she watched me shove the fishhook
through the worm’s stomach without flinching. I wiped the worm
remains on my shorts and tossed my line across the murky water.
My father taught me to be patient. We sat in our lawn chairs. I
played with the worms, he smoked cigarettes, and we laughed. He
communicated best in humor. The small gap between his two
front teeth made his smile more welcoming, a bit goofy, a flaw on
someone who otherwise appeared perfect. We waited until the tip
of the rod bobbed and signaled a bite. My dad was happiest when
that rod was bobbin’. He showed me how to reel it in.
“Bring ’er in fast, keep the tip of the rod high, pointed to
the sky, keep it tight, no slack in the line, Leesh, reel faster!” He
was always just as excited as I was, so worried I would lose it. But
he never imposed. The fish was mine, and I had to catch it myself.
The times we didn’t catch anything, my dad was awfully
pissed and we drove home in silence. I learned to be upset when
he was upset. It wasn’t a bad thing, the silence. It was just a better
day when we caught a fish, that’s all.
He also taught me to throw a baseball. He bought a t-ball
stand and we spent hours perfecting my swing. I played doctor
on him with my plastic surgical tools as he watched the Cowboys
game in his recliner on Sunday evenings. My father had a bad
back and I tried to fix him the best I could. At the dinner table, he
yelled at me for drinking my milk too fast and humming with food
in my mouth. When he felt he had to spank me, he apologized
first. I realized early on that hurting me deeply upset him.
When my dad landed a job selling RVs and started making good money, we moved from Custer Ave to Gardenia Drive.
I always thought it sounded like an upgrade simply in the street
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name. It was a nice, well-to-do neighborhood on the better side
of town. We built the house from scratch. We planted grass and
perennials and put a basketball hoop in the driveway.
On summer evenings, after we moved in, my dad would
take me to the lake a few blocks away. Lake Elmo smelled like
a sewer and its rough, grainy shores were covered in glass and
garbage. It was not the most pleasant sight, but the sun set nicely
over its horizon and there were rarely any people there at night.
We walked along the beach and dug for treasures. He convinced
me that the big, metal tabs on sardine and Spam cans were antique
treasures. I still have a plastic bag full of them to this day. They’re
not special nor antique, but I can’t seem to throw them away. He
had a way of doing that, you see, of making the simple things feel
like treasures.
The months prior to his leaving were filled with short,
mini partings here and there, where he’d be gone for a few days
on end. My mother did a wonderful job of hiding their disagreements and my father’s reputation with us children remained
untarnished. When he would return, it felt like he hadn’t missed a
thing.
On one of his many disappearances, my mother, brother,
and I were waiting in the Taco Bell drive-thru when I noticed my
father in the distance walking up the stairs to a baby blue trailer
about 100 yards away.
I yelled, “Look, Mom—there’s Dad! Is that Dad?” I wasn’t
sure. It looked like him but he seemed very out of place there,
wandering around some strange trailer park on the wrong side of
town.
Abruptly, my mom asked my brother if he could finish our
order and drive us home. He reluctantly complied and she handed
him the keys. He got behind the wheel and I watched my mother
run towards the distant image of my father. My brother was 15
years old at the time, and had just received his learner’s permit.
We got home safely. My mother returned with my father that
night. This was the first time we caught my dad using.
When my dad was home, he no longer had the patience
for fishing trips or playing doctor. Sometimes, he took me over
to his friend Randy’s. Randy lived in a big red house. I called it
the barn, and Randy’s barn was only a few blocks away from our
own—so it was always a quick trip. Randy was nice enough. He
never said more than a few words to me. His house smelled of
cigarette smoke and fish food and I later learned that it was the
supply stop for my father’s drug addiction. My dad would send
me down to the basement where Randy had an aquarium of exotic
fish and cages crawling with reptiles. I loved going down to the
basement, even if I was down there all by myself. The aquarium
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was mesmerizing and it was fun to search for the lizards in the
fake trees of their glass homes. It was an easy enough distraction
from what was going on upstairs. My dad hollered down that it
was time to leave. I told the lizards and clown fish that I would see
them again next time.
I remember after one of his especially long disappearances,
I received a call at school that my dad would pick me up from daycare. I waited impatiently by the window. He arrived in a brandnew gold Chevy pickup. I was so excited to see him I neglected to
mention anything about the new vehicle.
He was annoyed by that, eagerly asking, “Well what do you
think about the truck?” I didn’t care—I was too in awe of him.
As we drove home, I noticed my dad nodding off. His
eyelids started to droop and his fingers loosened from the steering
wheel. When he noticed my noticing, he asked if I could watch
him to make sure he wouldn’t fall asleep. So, I stared at him
bravely and intently.
For minutes, I sat there trying hard not to blink. Once he
noticed my unwavering gaze, he yelled, annoyed, “Well you don’t
have to stare at me!”
Embarrassed, I looked forward, watching the road. As we
turned the corner of our street, my dad plowed into the neighbor’s mailbox and a thousand pieces of plastic shattered across
their lawn. I screamed, which woke him up. He had fallen asleep
within seconds of me looking away. I wanted to say I told you so. I
didn’t. He left his business card on their front door, and we drove
five houses down to our own. I couldn’t wait to tell my mother.
On another rare occasion of him being home, I asked my
dad to take the training wheels off of my bike. I asked over and
over again. I remember him insisting he would do it for me when
he could, when he had free time, at some point, maybe tomorrow,
every time I asked. Although he never found the time, he was
adamant that he be the one to take them off for me.
One day, after incessant begging and rejection, I walked
my bike over to our neighbor Gordy’s garage, and asked him if he
could take off my training wheels for me. Gordy had them off in
seconds. I hopped over the seat on my two-wheeled Barbie bike
and pedaled slowly. It took me three hard falls before I got the
hang of it. Pedal fast, not slow. I taught myself quickly. My mom
still tells me the story, “…and I looked out the window and you
were riding back and forth on your bike with no training wheels. I
couldn’t believe it!” I thanked Gordy as I rode off down the block.
My dad was livid with me. I had not waited for him. I had not
been patient.
After my dad’s few-day benders turned into weeks, and he
hadn’t been around much at all, my mother sat me down at the
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dining room table. I was eight years old. She was in tears. We began to discuss what had been happening with her and my dad, and
in very simple details she explained to me that they were getting a
divorce.
That next week, my dad was filling his pickup with a few
of his things. I ran out the back door to the side of the house,
where I burrowed myself next to the rose bush on the corner with
a view of the driveway. I watched as he and my mother walked
in and out and in and out—carrying his things into the back of
his gold pickup. The thorns from the bush were poking into my
knees and into my palms, and suddenly I was crying. For the first
time, I realized what was actually going on—as if, “Alecia, we’re
getting a divorce” went in one naive ear and out the other.
I did not see him again for ten years.
My grandma called me a few weeks before my high school
graduation and asked me if I wanted to invite my father.
I struggled to make this decision. I took pride in my academics and enjoyed school. I played sports and made friends. I
joined clubs and was graduating with highest honors. I did all of
this without him. I felt he had no right to be there, but I wanted
him to see. I gave my grandma the go-ahead.
The night he flew into town, my mother, brother, and I
met at my grandmother’s house. He had the sweats. That was the
first thing I remember; how much he was sweating. That, and he
had bleach blonde highlights. He looked like a retired surfer dude
with a bad back. But mostly, I noticed his sweating. We were all
nervous, acting strange in our own ways. But even in not seeing
him since I was a kid and wanting everything to go picture perfect for my big day, I understood his sweating was unusual. We
hugged and cried and sat in discomfort around the living room. I
caught myself staring at the tacky green carpet in my grandma’s
trailer more than I made eye contact with him. He was in and out
of the house smoking cigarettes while we idly chatted and kept the
conversation light. As we went to leave, we caught him outside,
somewhat shaken, cigarette hanging from his mouth and pacing
on the porch. We told him we’d see him soon. He cried. We quietly walked to our car and left.
I remember leaving feeling regretful. I knew I had made a
mistake in asking him to come. He was not ready, and it seemed
the very thing that might push him further into something I didn’t
even fully understand yet.
Over the ten years of his absence, I had gotten occasional
calls from various California area code numbers and Christmas
cards with the names of random women preceding his on the
return address. I had learned a lot of things through many honest
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talks with my mother. It was hard for her to tell me. I know she
still held onto the hope that he’d come back around, further trying
to save his reputation, wanting everyone to keep the “good Scott”
in mind, just as we all did. The truth slowly trickled into conversations as I grew older.
My father struggled with drug and alcohol addiction from
the age of twelve. He grew up in a household of addicts. As he
got older, about the time we moved to the better sounding street,
my dad struggled with severe back pain, which led to prescription
meds. Somewhere along the line, maybe when the pain killers ran
out, meth became his drug of choice.
It’s unusual to say my dad’s a meth addict still to this day.
I remember learning about his addiction at the same time as
the Montana Meth Project hit television screens and billboards
around town. The image of those distraught, face-picking,
screaming addicts on the “Not Even Once” commercials still burns
in the back of my mind. He never looked like that. He never acted
like that. I had nightmares about them for months, and slept with
my mother every night.
The day before my graduation party, I came home to my
mother and father decorating outside. My dad stood on a ladder
draping streamers around the porch light. My mother hung string
in the garage, zig zagging back and forth from wall to wall. The
whole ceiling was decorated with clothes-pinned pictures of my
childhood. It was intricate and beautiful. Yet, I felt uncomfortable
watching them together, an image that didn’t fit into my timeline.
My mother said to me as I got out of my car, “Just like the
old days, huh?” She was so proud looking at the display of photos,
a cigarette dangling from her fingertips.
I watched my father. He was sweating. He was struggling.
He was not clean. I could tell as he fought to hang the streamers.
She could too, but for my sake, she ignored it.
On the day of my graduation party, my entire family had
joined us at our house built from scratch on Gardenia Drive. It
did feel like the good old days, for a moment. The party was sunflower themed, yellow streamers danced around the garage, and
people poked and prodded at the images of me hanging from the
ceiling. My mother ordered a delicate two-layered red velvet cake,
decorated in sunflowers and my favorite slogan. It read, So plant
your own garden and decorate your own soul, instead of waiting for
someone to bring you flowers.
My mother drank red wine and my father smoked anxiously on the porch steps. The mood started to shift as the light of
the day retreated. I was so distracted by the rest of my guests, the
repetitive conversations, and being polite that I failed to notice my
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father and mother arguing down the street.
I watched her beg for him to stay. She crouched next to
the driver’s seat, holding the door open. She desperately worked
to get through to him, to make him stay. She cried and yelled and
pleaded. His foot moved inside the car, the door slammed shut,
and he drove off. I knew he was headed to Randy’s red barn house.
My mom fell to the curb, drunk and sobbing.
When he returned. He was no longer sweating. He
grabbed me first thing and quickly pulled me aside. We sat on the
back porch, and I watched as he lit another cigarette.
He explained, with an uneasy calmness, “You know I can’t
handle all this right now. I’m sorry. It’s too loud, she’s too loud.”
I told him I understood. He left without saying goodbye
to the others, slipping past the rose bush unseen. I resented my
mother for making him leave, for being too loud.
I graduated the next day with highest honors in a Barbie
pink dress. My family cheered as I walked by them. They were all
there. My father sitting next to my mom. We took a family photo
and said our goodbyes. That was the last time I saw him.
I still get a call from him every now and again. I can
almost always decipher when he’s using and when he’s not. His
words jumble into one long sentence and he’s always in a rush to
get off the phone because he starts to cry. As soon as he cries, we
hang up.
Just last Sunday, he called me while watching the Cowboys
game.
“Better be watching the game tonight it’s a big game you
gonna watch the game?” all mumbled into one. I never watch the
games.
He told me a scattered, almost incomprehensible story
about his mother. He said she picked him up from school one day,
legs kicked up on the dash of the car, a brand-new pair of shoes
that were two sizes too big dangling from her feet. He muttered,
and I had a hard time decoding everything he said.
“It always bugged me her acting like that it always bugged
me why she did that spending money on shoes two sizes too big
spending and we didn’t have it she’s just like that you know?” He
mumbled the words and I tried to hold onto them as he flew onto
the next subject.
They stuck with me, the words he casually let escape
from his thoughts. He tried his best to keep the conversations
light, avoiding his past and acting like everything was fine. I was
confused and there was something that disturbed me about the
words. I knew there was something more to them, or I suppose
I just wondered what they meant. I mentioned it to my mom. I
told her what he’d briefly spewed out, and she stopped me midsen-
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tence.

“Oh, honey. That’s not the right story—at all,” she said
in a troubled tone. “Scott had wanted a pair of Converse for
some time. He begged his mother for months to buy them for
him. Those shoes that were two sizes too big were his brand-new
Converse. She bought them for him and surprised him at school.
It was one of his favorite memories of her. He told that story to
everyone. He is just…so, so confused.”
I have been adamant over the years that the loss of my
father does not affect the woman I am today. Yet, I feel a constant
yearning to understand him, and further, a part of my character
that seems so incessantly incomplete. I find myself dissecting and
questioning the side of me that lives and breathes my father. It
feels strange and unresolved. It has taken me until my early twenties to understand the immense impact of addiction and what it
can do to a person. I’ve felt angry my whole life and very analytical
of every memory that involves my father—learning why I was in
the aquarium room all alone or why he fell asleep at the wheel
that day. There is a confusion within, a pleading to revert back,
to understand the girl who so effortlessly identified as a daddy’s
girl. I envy her. I feel her in me, sometimes, when I go fishing or
drink my milk too fast. I feel her in my constant effort to retreat
and avoid the loud. I see her in little snippets. And I am confused.
My only explanation, clarity in times of reflection, when I feel only
half resolved, is in the moments of honesty with my mother and
the moments of confusion in my father—when he lets slip a story
from his past that deeply disturbs him. It’s not enough, though. It
doesn’t take the feeling away, the feeling of being unresolved, unsettled. I always end up with an image of him mumbling distorted
truths. He is not clean. He is struggling. And just when I think
I’ve got a piece of myself figured out, an uncertain part of me
returns to that young girl with thorns in her knees hiding behind a
rose bush waiting for the truth.
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POETRY

PRECIPITATION
Marko Capoferri
Something isn’t right.
What warped heaven
did I wake up to?
Impossible to say, but
the forecast was dim.
The angels
are drunk again;
succulent juices
of their revelry
fall to earth
in a static wash.
White wine drools
from cherub lips.
Oyster shells clatter
and pang off the eaves,
tossed overboard
by the thousands.
I’ve been here before,
I know they mean no harm,
but the upstairs neighbors
just won’t keep it down
and I’m afraid
it’s affecting
my sleep.
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POETRY

APARTMENT AT THE BOXING HALL
(LIGHT BEER)
Shane Coburn

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Every night I would plug the
Mound of speakers back in
With drunk hands.
Then I’d shake the walls
And kill the neighbors
With the sound of my changing;
Flooding the floors with
The fat of my heart and
Cracking the door jambs
With waves of low snarling.
The wood soaked everything up
And spat in protest.
I left that place two times bigger
With water on the brain.
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FICTION

MIXED
SIGNALS
Nicholas Puckett
No other pitcher in the minor leagues had a more unfortunate name than Homer Walker. It was Homer’s adopted father who
named him after himself, and his father, and his father before him.
The name was planned, as was Mrs. Walker’s pregnancy, but after
numerous failed attempts at getting pregnant, which eventually
left Mr. Walker finally conceding that it was, indeed, “his fault,” and
numerous rejections from numerous adoption centers, they settled
on the blonde-haired boy whom they named Homer.
He was used to fans and teammates making fun of him for
having such a perfectly ridiculous name, but their chiding was silenced once they saw him pitch. He could throw a fastball a hundred miles per hour and had a curveball that spun batters into the
dirt like a corkscrew when they swung. Those were his high school
days, at least. Then, he looked entirely different. He was a wiry
six-seven and delivered each pitch as if it were the last to be thrown
in baseball. He’d take a slight step back, pause for one second – to
the brink of being charged for a balk – then slowly lifted his leg so
his knee touched his cap, twisted his body so his torso faced centerfield, hid the ball behind him and flung the ball nearly from his hip
to wherever the catcher placed his glove.
Homer listened to all his coaches, just like all his coaches told him to do, yet his coaches constantly ragged him for never
listening. The only way to the majors was to listen to your coaches, they told him. And really he did listen, only during times he
shouldn’t have. The last time Homer pitched he gave up back-toback-to-back-to-back home runs against the Corpus Christi Hooks
a day after his pitching coach in New Hampshire told him he was
lights out the previous night because he kept his leg straight during
his delivery when, in fact, he did not.
“Finally,” one coach said, “someone’s startin’ to listen,” but
that was only when Homer actually didn’t listen to his coach, which
resulted in him putting batters back in the dugout. He honed the
lessons each coach taught him so he could be promoted. Coach
Stevenson in Little Rock praised his straight leg kick, so Homer
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worked tirelessly at perfecting a ninety-degree angle with his leg
on each delivery. Coach Redmond in Midland wanted him to lean
back more, Coach Williams in Harrisburg said he should lean more
forward, and Coach Henshaw in Scranton asked if he could throw
righty (he could not). So on went Homer’s quest to perfect his form,
and by the time he landed in Montgomery his delivery was remarkably identical to the diagram displayed in the “How to Pitch” section of Coach Masterson’s Coaching 101 pamphlet, and his ERA was
23.69. From this unfortunate beginning emerged the busted ballplayer from Nebraska who was eventually traded to the double-A
Montgomery Biscuits for a vending machine.
Homer joined the Biscuits in mid-July. Upon his arrival,
Lupe spit tobacco juice on his white Nikes, Despy swore at him,
Horatio gave him the finger, Yuri gave him the stink eye, and the
janitor gave him the wrong combination to his locker. His was next
to Rasmus’, the last one in the corner.
“I betcha only got two pitches. What you got, kid? You
knuckleballer or something?”
“No, just straight stuff. Got a good fastball, I guess. I donno,
I keep ‘em off base.”
“Not better than a vending machine apparently!” Rasmus
burst into laughter. Homer turned red.
“You know it’s ‘cause of you I don’t get my Reese’s Pieces,”
Skip butted in. He was always butting in. “How am I supposed to
pitch without my Reese’s Pieces? Might as well throw lefty. Probably still do better than you! Ain’t worth a pack of gum, if you ask
me.”
Homer slumped in his street clothes next to Rasmus’ bare
feet.
“Do your sorry ass better than them damn M&Ms,” Rasmus
said. “You ain’t pitching anyway. Hey kid, you throwing tonight?
Bullpen? Let me know if you wanna throw a few. I’ll let Beveridge
catch you. See, I got this knee problem and coach said I shouldn’t
aggravate it.” Rasmus was always trying to get out of bullpen duties.
It was true Homer wasn’t worth a pack of gum. His value
was exactly one vending machine, because that’s what the Biscuits
had and that’s what the Modesto Nuts needed, just like when the
Binghamton Mets were short on baseballs or when the New Hampshire Fisher Cats needed new foul poles. Homer moved where he
was needed. A delivery mix-up served the Mets an extra pair of canary yellow foul poles instead of maize yellow ones and the Fisher
Cats figured Homer Walker to be a logical offering of equal worth.
That worth, cozy enough, was equal to the Mets’ one-time demand
for fresh baseballs and the Nuts’ demand for a consistent supply of
Reese’s Pieces and Chex Mix. The Biscuits just needed an arm.
“Reese’s Pieces,” Skip mumbled. “Dammit, how am I supposed to pitch?”
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“Don’t mind him.” Rasmus patted Homer’s shoulder. “He
just hates you cause we ain’t got no vending machine no more.”
Homer hated Rasmus when he first met him. For starters,
Rasmus always called Homer “kid,” even though Homer was three
years older and met Rasmus’ eye level sitting down. Rasmus was the
catcher, though his role extended to bat boy duties when there was
a righty on the mound. Rasmus was a great hitter, a fantastic hitter, but he had this funky batting stance – a cross from Gary Sheffield and Kevin Youkillis, Homer thought – like a Little Leaguer. For
some reason he couldn’t hit righties. He always offered unwarranted advice that never made Homer feel any better.
“The real stick is no soda,” Rasmus continued. “Now how
are we supposed to get along without no soda? You tell me that, kid.
They can’t give us a motel room in Modesto that ain’t crawling with
roaches and they take away the one thing everyone here loved. No
hard feelings, though, right Skip?” Skip nodded. “It should’ve been
me they traded, tell you what. Coulda gotten us a fine pitching machine. Hell, maybe even a new batting cage! Vending machine. For
what? A sorry ass ball-shagger who ain’t worth a pack of gum. No
hard feelings.”
Rasmus embraced Homer with his naked chest. Homer
dressed out of his bag because his locker still wouldn’t open.
***
This was Homer’s fifth first game of the season, a muggy
summer night in Montgomery. The Biscuits played host to the
Jackson Generals in a four-game set. The Biscuits put up ten runs
in the first inning, a first for Homer in first games. He sighed and
leaned back on the bench with a mouthful of seeds.
“Walker, get loose,” were the first sounds he heard all game.
It was the seventh inning. The Montgomery Biscuits led the Jackson Generals 10-5. A single from the next hitter made it 10-6.
Coach Masterson, the manager, called for Homer. He
jogged out of the bullpen and met his catcher and coach and, for
some reason, Skip on the mound.
“
Quite the turnout, aye Walker?” Coach Masterson patted
Homer’s rear, which reached to the coach’s chest when Homer
stood on the rubber. “Rasmus’ll give you the signs. Got a nice cushion for you so should be easy as pie. Just throw what Rasmus calls
and we’ll be outta here quick, got that? What feels good today?”
***
“He looks good coach,” the uninvited Skip declared. “Cheese
is good. Spinner’s tight. His change look like it’s on a string.”
“That’s what I like to hear! Rasmus, run ‘em through the
signs real fast, would ya?”
The catcher obliged. “One, two, three. Cheese, spinner,
string. Real simple. We got two runners on now so every sign I give
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you just add the number of outs minus the number of runners on
base plus one. Got that? Real easy. Just sling it, kid.”
“So right now,” Homer turned to the scoreboard and realized he hadn’t been paying attention. “One out, two on. You gimmie a one and that’s…” Homer was never good at math. “That’s a
zero, ain’t it?”
“No that’s the cheese! One. Outs minus the runners plus
one. One minus two plus one. Cheese.”
“Cheese. Got it.” All Homer could think of was what kind of
cheese.
“Nice and easy, boy.”
The three left Homer alone on the mound.
Rasmus flashed the first signs. One, three, two, three, one,
three, one. One. Fastball. Munster? Homer fixed his jersey, sighed,
and raised his right leg perfectly parallel to the ground, leaned forward – but not too much – hid the ball behind his body and flung a
fastball down the middle. Strike one.
“Hey, atta baby.”
“More like that, kid.”
“Lookin’ good right there.”
The first kind words from his teammates relaxed him. He
took the ball back and leaned in again. Three, five, four, five, one,
two, three. Change? He shuffled the ball in his glove and delivered
again. The batter barely connected as the ball dribbled up the third
base line. Bases loaded. A new batter. More signs from Rasmus.
Outs minus one plus runners. Three runners. How many outs?
Two. Plus one. Plus outs minus one? Minus outs plus runners minus one? Cheese? Homer began to sweat. Three, one, two, one, two,
one, three, two. Two. Four? What pitch is four? He stepped off and
asked for the signs again.
One. Three, two, four, three, one, four, one. Two. Changeup. First pitch? He hesitated a moment and delivered another.
The ball floated across the middle of the plate. Homer prayed that
a string connected his hand to the ball so he could pull it back. The
pitch left the park before Homer could recoil his body to find it.
The crowd booed.
“That fucking thing was a meatball!” Coach Masterson
fumed, brown spit dripping down his chin. “Rook shook me off!
Hey Walker! Get your head outta your ass! Rasmus! Why ain’t he
throwin’ cheese? I said cheese dammit! Get out there before I put
both y’all back in the pen!”
Rasmus met Homer on the mound.
“You’re making me look bad. Can you see alright? I called
the cheese. Change-up on a first pitch? C’mon now. Put some mustard on it,” Rasmus said. He spoke like he was trying to ease a mental patient.
“Run through the signs again. Just one more time.” Sweat
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beat down Homer’s neck. The umpire moseyed toward them to
break up the visit.
“No gimmicks. No runners on. Just outs plus one, minus
two if the batter’s lefty.”
“I thought it was outs minus one.”
“Outs plus one! D’you see anyone on? They all skipped
home with our lead. Or d’you forget?” Rasmus handed Homer a
fresh ball. He was alone again on the mound.
Outs plus one. Minus runners on. Plus one. Mustard? Hot
dogs. Popcorn. Soda. Cotton candy. Lefty adds two. No, one. Plus
one, no runners. Lefty. What about switch hitters? Meatball?
One, three, two, one, three, one, three. Four? Cheese, he
guessed. Strike one.
Two, one, three, one, four, two, three. Four again? Four.
Does he know my four? Do I have a four? He invented a fourth
pitch. The batter whiffed.
“What the hell was that?” Coach Masterson shouted across
the dugout. “Damn thing was on a tee. I don’t want him throwing
them marshmallow pitches. Gave up a granny and he’s putting it on
a tee for ‘em? The hell he’s got? Hey Walker! You want to play for
Jackson we can move your ass quick! Right now you’re a Biscuit so
dammit throw like one! You’re a grown ass man!”
Homer tried to channel a breakfast pastry. Three, one, two,
two, two, two. Two? Why so many twos? Spinner? Does mustard
go on a spinner? Does mustard go on cheese? Are biscuits a pastry?
Popcorn. Cotton candy. He lobbed a curveball to Rasmus’ glove set
up at the batter’s jersey letters. The ball went flying again, right over
Homer’s head again, into the bleachers. The crowd booed again.
Coach Lee stormed to the mound before the batter touched home.
“You sorry sonuvabitch! Get your ass to the showers! You
hang an 0-2 curveball on his dick? The hell’s the matter with you!
Rasmus, you tell him to throw the bender?”
“Called it on the second pitch coach. You wanted the cheese,
right?”
“High cheese! At his tits! Hit the showers.”
Homer trudged to the dugout under a shower of popcorn
and nacho cheese.
				***
Things did not get better for Homer.
Some games he played decent. Like against Chattanooga,
when he put up a sterling two-inning hold against Mobile only to
be erased on the first pitch of the man who relieved him. Other
games he did not. Like when he walked the first (and last) six batters
of his appearance against San Antonio. His appearances came less
often, and his mistakes worsened. The rest of the Biscuits struggled
as well. But no other comrade took the blame, except for Homer,
the new guy, who they consistently reminded of being responsible
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for the lack of snacks and for the tremendous losses, though the
latter began long before Homer’s time.
Fans recognized Homer’s name and number from the programs and welcomed him routinely to sarcastic applause and verbal abuse. They were unforgiving, diehard Biscuiteers who were
brutally expectant and held dire hopes for their team. Every game
they showed in force. They’d scream and spit and pelt players with
concessions when they didn’t get their way, which was often, and
cheered enormously for every win, which was less often. With Homer they were merciless.
Homer temporarily used the storage closet in the hallway
to change because his locker combination still didn’t work. (He
tried daily with persistent efforts at 37-8-26 when really it was 3813-20.) Besides, at least in the storage closet he didn’t get welcomed
every day with dip spat on his shoes. Rasmus was the only one who
spoke to Homer in July. Homer wish he ignored him too because of
his depressing pep talks.
“Look on the bright side,” Rasmus said after a 10-0 loss to
Jackson. “At least the guys in Jackson probably like you.”
“Rectitude,” was the only meaningful advice Rasmus gave
Homer during his troubling time, even though Rasmus meant “redemption,” not “rectitude,” which he elaborated on after 12-4 loss
to Pawtucket. “Baseball’s a game of rectitude, kid. Gotta have a clean
memory. Short memory. Every game’s a chance to come back.”
Homer finally accepted his apathy and squeezed in with
Rasmus and Skip at the shadowy end of the bullpen. His stomach
grew as did the hair on his face and his face itself. He became invisible and in dire straits for any sense of gratification. He hadn’t had
any since the day he left Hastings.
				***
“Fran tells me you’re the famous Phantom Lank.” Mr. Childress sat hands folded at his desk. “I’ve heard a lot about you. Don’t
like to listen to coaches, eh?”
Homer’s palms sweat. He’d been here before. Another office
inside a ballpark. Another suit across the table.
“I guess so,” he said.
“I came down to see it for myself, you know. Changed numbers did ya?”
“Well, not exactly. I borrowed one.”
“I see.” The suit stood up and sat on the edge of the table
as if he were Homer’s father. “Haven’t seen much since then. But I
liked what I saw. What happened?”
“What changed?” Homer looked to the floor. “Nothing, sir.
I mean, just was on that night I guess.”
“And you haven’t thrown heat like that since high school,
according to your scouting report.”
“Guess so.”
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“And that delivery. Wild stuff.”
“Felt natural, I guess. I won’t do it again I –”
“Who told you to pitch like that?” Mr. Childress’ voice was
firm. Homer’s heart sank.
“No one, sir. Won’t happen again.”
Mr. Childress sighed, bowed his head, and didn’t speak for
several minutes. His fingers were bone white and his hair combed
over to one side in a failed attempt to cover a bald spot. A signed
Ken Griffey Jr. jersey hung like a shrine behind him. Papers were
strewn about his desk carelessly. Not one of them about baseball.
Tax reports, receipts, bills, schedules, memos, vendor contracts and
an unfinished letter. A birthday card from his mother was placed
proudly next to a family portrait – him, his wife and three kids.
“We really appreciate what you’ve done for this club,” Mr.
Childress said. He handed Homer one of the pieces of paper on his
desk, a seemingly random one he grabbed under a pile of expense
reports. Homer picked up his head. His mouth fell open and he
stammered.
“I—I’m not ready, sir. I can get my ERA down. My cheese
can be fixed, I can work on my spinner – I can change, sir. I can
change. I can change. Whatever you need me to do, I’ll do it.”
“Homer, relax.”
				***
The next day, Homer walked into the clubhouse carrying
three cardboard boxes stacked taller than himself and plopped
them down in the center of the room. His teammates moved cautiously to see what was inside. Lupe looked first, and his face illuminated as he pulled out a handful of snack-sized bags of Chex Mix.
Another thrust with his left hand revealed the orange wrapping of
Reese’s Pieces. The team swarmed around Homer and the boxes,
grabbing as much as they could in each hand. With mouths full of
salty baked snacks and chocolate and nougat and pretzels and gum,
they thanked him and laughed and celebrated like they struck gold.
“Glad to see you came around, Walker,” Yuri said.
“I think we’ll finally win a few,” Skip assured, stuffing his
face with Reese’s Pieces.
Homer stood proudly over his teammates bathing in snack
foods. Rasmus patted him on the back and admired the chaos with
him.
“Nice touch, kid,” Rasmus said. Homer smiled. The two
walked out of the clubhouse and met Mr. Childress in the parking
lot.
“Did you tell ‘em?” Mr. Childress asked.
“Kind of,” Homer said. He and Rasmus laughed.
That night Coach Masterson and the Biscuits, snacks in
laps and gunk stuck in molars, watched the Tampa Bay Rays play
the New York Yankees from the clubhouse. A primetime game on
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ESPN. They laughed and rough-housed and threw pretzels at the
TV and booed the Yankees like loyal prospects of the Rays ought
to. They cheered and cheered until they saw a familiar form with a
stranger’s name come out of the bullpen. And they froze. A graphic
flashed on the screen that erased any doubt.
Kid Walker, 23, 6-foot-8, 170 pounds, from Hastings, Nebraska.
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POETRY

WINDOW
SHOPPING
Denae Carter
The mannequin at the department store
Catches the eye of every woman in town
I know you’re thinking dirty thoughts of me he says
They are
They crowd to stare at his lean muscles,
Painted pink lips and dark eyelashes
He winks and their bodies go limp
I’d love to know you he whispers
The women dream of rescuing him from behind the glass
I’d be happy with just a leg one lady thinks
I would be fine with only a toe promises another
But the crowd grows too large to share one plastic man
And the women remember their men at home
Warm, alive, waiting
They walk away wondering how it might feel
To be touched by a cool, sleek hand
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NON-FICTION

OF TWO IMPORTANT
WOMEN
Schuyler Diess
My parents met in Athens, Georgia, in 1984, and although
they lived in the world of disco balls and leg-warmers their hearts
were still in the ’70s. Not long after they started dating, they
decided to hike the Appalachian Trail, a 2,000-mile journey that
takes hikers from Georgia all the way to Maine. If that wasn’t
enough of a relationship test, they thought the trip provided a
perfect opportunity for them to both quit smoking. They kept
journals from the trip that reflect not only their different experiences, but their personalities. My mother’s reads like nervous
diary entries: I’m having fun but my feet really hurt and I’m tired and
I really don’t know this guy that well. I’ve only heard my dad’s entries
through my mom, who loves to mock his excessive cheeriness: The
sun is shining, everything is beautiful and I LOVE this woman!
They made it only halfway before they ran out of money
and returned to Athens. From there, they headed to Denver, where
my mom was accepted to a master’s program in ecological restoration. They married at a mountain lodge in Evergreen, Colorado,
where they made all the guests (including the relatives from Georgia) hike two miles to a lakeside destination. My mom’s parents
spent most of the hike bent over their knees, gasping for air. In the
post-ceremony pictures my parents are standing on the porch of
the lodge, my mom in a long, black, flowered dress, hair loose and
down to her elbows. My dad stands next to her smiling and tall,
his mass of curly hair giving him a few extra inches of height.
I’ve worked as a server at dozens of weddings and they all
happen in the same, formulaic way. They get ready in different
rooms. We set up the bridal room with a cheese platter, champagne and bridal magazines and we stocked the groom’s room
with a plate of nachos, multiple six packs of beer and video games.
I always felt like the bridal party got the short end of the stick.
The bride eventually emerges into the room looking like a stiff but
beautiful china doll and after the ceremony she and the groom
dance in front of a room full of onlookers. I find these moments
hard to watch, especially at the more religious ceremonies. I watch
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young couples dance, unable to tear my mind away from the ceremonial “virginity loss” that would occur later that night.
As the night progresses, the couple travels around the
room to thank people for coming and saying hello to friends and
relatives. The DJ’s voice resonates in the background: Now this
one’s for all the lovers out there. When it comes time for the bouquet
toss, each DJ makes the same terrible joke: Okay no fighting each
other out there, ladies. It’s like you can hear the creepy wink that
came with it. At a certain point, the photographer would usher the
couple outside to take photos on the golf course bridge at sunset.
They all line up perfectly in front of the mountains and the sunset
and I’m sure it’s a beautiful photo. However, at these times I am
reminded of my parents’ photo and in contrast to white dresses
and obligatory tradition it feels like an honest celebration of love.
I think specifically of my mother and how in that photo she looks
no different than she did most days of my childhood. She looks
happy, unfiltered and defiant of all that is expected of her.
				***
My mother raised me on a healthy diet of tofu, carrot
chips and self-love. Junk food was allotted only on my birthday
and holidays and as a result, whenever I got my hands on candy or
chips, I attempted to consume them all in one sitting. I threw up
every Halloween until I was about seven years old. At the age of
thirteen, I had sleepovers with my best friend who would smuggle
bags of potato chips and Coca-Cola in her sleepover bag so my
mom couldn’t find them. To this day, when I come face-to-face
with junk food, I feel the need to eat all of it as fast as I can, before
someone else takes it.
My mom believes that childhood is a beautiful and unique
time where we feel completely comfortable in our own skin. As a
result, my sister and I spent the majority of our early years completely nude. Most of our baby photos feature Muriel and me
completely naked except for one ostentatious item, like a golden
necklace or cowboy boots. We ran around our backyard like wild
things, singing and rubbing dirt in each other’s hair. One summer
afternoon we filled a metal trough with water and let it sit in the
sun, hoping to create a homemade hot tub. When it began to rain,
we excitedly hopped in the lukewarm bucket and sat there naked
and shivering until she made us come back inside.
Our family’s lack of modesty came as a shock to some of
our neighbors, especially the very conservative family that lived
two doors down. They had a daughter, Rachel, who was a year
older than Peter. Being children, oblivious to the politics of adult
friendship, we spent most of our afternoons together running
around outside, regardless of the weather. However, playdates
came with less frequency after their dad came to drop them off
one day and found me hanging upside down and naked from
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our swing set. When I saw him I yelled, “Uh-oh Paul, did you see
my vagina?” My mom said he turned bright red, mumbled a few
things and was out the door.
I was wild and uncontrollable for most of my childhood.
My rambunctiousness frightened expecting couples and we left
most social events with apologies. When I was three, we went to
a wedding that served chocolate fondue as desert and when I finished my serving I turned around and wiped my chocolaty hands
on the pants of the man sitting next to me. I then went back
for another helping. My parents feared my teen years with every
passing day, but when they came, I abruptly mellowed. Like most
girls that age, I spun rapidly into a pool of self-doubt. In response,
my mom showered me with affection and reassurance, which I
pushed away with a newfound disgust.
I began to see her only for her flaws and despised her for
them. I hated how she preached self-love and confidence but was
always on some sort of diet. I resented her social awkwardness
and inability to get along with the mothers of my friends. I knew
how much she gossiped, and worried that she was sharing personal details about my sister and me. She confirmed my fear by
telling every family friend about my sister’s OCD, a personal fact
that Muriel requested we keep a secret at the time. She feared that
people would treat her differently, and they did. Without intending to, they treated her as if she was younger and somehow less
intelligent. Later, during my sophomore and junior years of high
school, we had a teenage foster brother. When we had to kick him
out for reasons I begged her not to share, I was met with sympathetic looks and unwelcome comments from her friends.
Once, during a fight we had my senior year of high school,
she looked me in the eye and said, “You know what I think, Schuyler? I think what’s really happening is you see the similarities
between us and that terrifies you.” I couldn’t speak because I knew
she was right. It took several years before I could recognize some
of the good in those similarities.
My mom is the kind of person who dreads a social event
for weeks but is the first person on stage, dancing with the band.
She never hesitates to share her opinion, even if that means making everyone in the room uncomfortable. She is open and forthcoming about her feelings, always the first to apologize but also
the first to cry. She is never quiet in cases of injustice or disrespect
and is known to cause a scene if that disrespect is happening to
her children. My dad told me once, “I have never doubted your
ability to tell someone to fuck off if you need to, and I know you
got that from your mother.” I know I did, too, and I thank her.
				***
In my grandmother’s prime, Doris Diess had the graceful beauty of a 1930s movie star. When I picture her young, I can
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imagine her only in the faded black and white of an old movie. She
is a glowing vision with porcelain skin and speaks with a German
accent thicker and smokier than it ever was in real life. I imagine she was the kind of woman that men tipped their hats to and
women turned their backs on. When it came to sex, she certainly
held no reserve. When I was fourteen years old, my grandma took
one look at my twin bed and said, “Darling, won’t you be needing a
bigger bed?”
“For what, Nana?” I asked, genuinely curious.
“Well, for all the gentlemen,” she said as if I were the
insane one. I remember looking at my mom in humiliation, as if to
say: Don’t worry, I’ve got this full set of glow-in-the-dark braces to
protect me from any sexual encounters. This came from the woman who once described the early years of her relationship with my
grandfather as “two little bunnies running off into the forest to
do it.” I don’t know if she had no shame or that she simply didn’t
understand the concept. She spoke loudly, with a raw, unfiltered
honesty. This was true during family gatherings, at the grocery
store, or even in a crowded movie theater. The older she got, the
more extreme these personality traits became.
For the latter half of her life, my Grandma suffered from
an inability to see someone overweight and not mention it. I
don’t think it was just vanity that turned her into such a raging
fatist. Rather, it was this knack she had for saying anything that
popped into her head. Unfortunately, Nana had an eye for human
imperfection. It turned any public outing into a game of “distract
Nana long enough to not ruin somebody’s day.” One afternoon at
the pool, I remember her strutting up to a complete stranger and
informing him, “Your grandson would really be a lot handsomer if
he lost some weight.” The boy, unaware of the ridicule, continued
to splash happily in the pool shouting, “Look Grandpa, look what I
can do!”
I could only stare at her, mouth hanging open, wishing to
dissolve permanently into the sidewalk. Not once, but TWICE, I
was stuck in an elevator with her and someone she was sure would
break the 4,200 pound cables. I pressed myself into the corner of
the four by four box, trying my hardest not to hear her mutterings
of, fat, fat, fat, fat, fat.
Her commentary did not stop with the mildly overweight.
No one was safe, not even babies. Her favorite dinnertime conversation was recalling what an “absolutely hideous” baby my father
was. She claimed that Opa laughed when he emerged from the
womb.
“But don’t worry,” she would console him, “I told your
father to just give it a few days.” Which was upsettingly similar to
her response to my, admittedly hideous, sixth grade school pictures.
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“Just give it a few face years, darling,” she said, patting me
firmly on the cheek. I loved most how she found a way to say what
almost everyone was thinking. Several years ago, in the checkout
line at the grocery store, she leaned over an infant child in a stroller and in the most cooing voice said, “MY, what an ugly baby.”
She was tough and at times vicious, claiming to have not
cried a day since the years spent separated from her family during
the Holocaust. She spoke of the war with brevity, often abruptly ending stories with a wave of the hand as if to quickly brush
the memories back into the past. She remembered wearing the
embroidered golden Star of David and how it changed the way the
other children—even her friends—treated her. She remembered
her father pacing back and forth outside of the synagogue, wishing
only for a place of worship in a world of turmoil. Most of all, she
remembered that when her parents could only flee with one child,
they chose her sixteen-year-old brother, leaving her alone at only
thirteen, in the reluctant arms of a distant Dutch cousin.
Her family enjoyed freedom in Montreal while she remained in a war-torn country, under the roof of a woman who
resented her. She went to school despite the language barrier and
was teased for everything from her religion to the way she dressed.
In these years of silence, she left her childhood behind and became
a person the people in her life did not recognize or appreciate.
Yet, despite the multitude of injustices that she faced, my Nana
remembered this period of her life with an intense fixation on the
wooden shoes she was forced to wear to school. Her family abandoned her for years in a nation torn apart by racism and genocide,
and it was the fault of those “Goddamn hideous wooden shoes.”
As a rather rotund child, I should have been offended by
her judgements, but—in my mind—her bluntness and even her
sexuality were merely forms of resilience. When she was able to
escape and meet her family in Montreal, she finally found ways
to reclaim a power that was taken from her years ago. It was her
unfiltered charm that made her into the captivating woman I remember. Captivating in a way that only the purely honest can be.
I used to sit on her apartment balcony for hours, eating schnitzel
and listening to the same stories. It was a sense of duty that kept
me sitting there, while the temptations of cable television tried
to pull me away. However, it was the way she spoke that kept me
listening. She was unfiltered, unaware and completely transfixed
by moments lost in time.
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FORGET
ME NOT
Erin Sargent
i remember the way the light
reflected off
the water that day
the last drags of sunlight breaking
away from the horizon
and the airsweet and sticky like
honey
i remember salt water in my hair
when we buried
you
in ocean currents
and ambiguity
i remember you
sifting through my palms
how i could be in ocean
and desert
all at once and
how archaic it wasfire to soften your bones
and water to carry
you away from
me
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i remember praying in mass
remember you are dust
and to dust you will
return
i remember the holy water
that dripped
from my forehead
on the days that i am Catholic
i remember you, too
the tide went out into the sound
rain fell for three days
the forget-me-nots bloomed in your garden
and time forged on as
it always does
and i,
i stood completely still

POETRY

SMOKER’S
OUTPOST
Shane Coburn
Glass case of a faded bus stop;
Last bastion of ruin.
The few still-faithful gather here
To give sacrifice to a once well-known god;
The grey beast that eats our breath.
Ghost of a line cook in baggy pants,
Apron slung over black shirt shoulder.
Ripper girl in holy nylons,
Red sweater and disco morning eyes.
Old man in a yellow raincoat
Who only speaks to the dirty chosen.
The pious come to pray hourly,
And we know them by name;
Recognize their devotion
In the hard-bought groan
Of their broken voices.
We blow smoke together
For a reverent gray morning.
Human fog machines
Expelling frankincense.
Gravel goblins and
Yellow paper garbage on the ground.
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POETRY

TOMATO
SAUCE
Julia Burkhart
I turn the spaghetti sauce
sloshed stove dial to ten.
The faucet dripping swollen
water drops on the pressed glass saucer.
It’s crystal ball blue.
The Tupperware red coffee mug
is on the precipice of the sink
and the floor.
Dust scratching the bottom of my feet;
bird song
sweating through the open window
past the Hydrangea and Hanging Jew plants
patched in decay,
gripping the counter’s edge finger
brushing the coffee stains.
I rub the grounds in my fingers.
Stove horsefly bite red,
iron bending at the will of machine.
I sweep my loose Frey hairs
falling in my mouth
fallen trees or Jenga towers.
The wooden mouthpiece
viced in my chipped teeth, I
inhale the smoke.
Hoping for more than this.
Prego tomato sauce
on the ceramic pans.
Pandering addiction, moths pressing
themselves to the
crab apple Yankee Candle.
Coffee mug handle shattering
a busted hip.
But now I’m staring at
the speckled faucet. The
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water hangs a loose tooth
falling in the drain.
Just like childhood at
the Grizzly Inn.
The stainless steel clouds bleed the sun’s blood through gaps in my
blinds.
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FICTION

GREEN
SKY
Pattie Wagner

“Kay!” My mother’s shout came from the direction of
our house. I lay on the floor of our barn and ignored her. One
of our ragged barn cats, the orange-striped one, had just had a litter of kittens, and if I stayed still, she might let me keep looking at
them. I watched the tiny black and grey and orange balls of fluff,
hard-packed dirt gritty under my knobby elbows, and tried not to
breathe.
Mama had sent me outside to get eggs, but she should have
known I would come here first. I considered hearing her shout,
then decided against it. Kittens first. The tiniest one, orange like
its mother, fell over, unsteady on its own feet. I giggled, quietly,
but even that was too much. The barn cat snarled and crouched in
front of her babies, glaring at me.
I sighed and pushed myself up from the barn floor to go answer Mama. As I did, I noticed something strange: every single hair
on my arms was standing straight up. I brushed my hand down my
left forearm and felt a whispery crackle against my skin. I felt a tickle at my face. A strand of my hair clung to my cheekbone instead of
hanging straight down as it normally did. I reached up to smooth
it away, but it stuck to my hand instead, staticky and feather-light.
I pulled my hand back and giggled as my hair reached out to follow
it. It felt like it did when I pulled a sweater over my head too fast.
“Katherine!”
Mama hadn’t just shouted for me this time, she had
screamed, and she had used my full name. Her voice pulled me
to the door, hup-hup quick before I could think about disobeying.
I was halfway out into the barnyard before I realized how still the
afternoon had become. No cicadas burred. Even the leaves on the
trees across the yard held their breath. The sudden silence pressed
on my ears like cotton balls, still and oppressive in the open yard.
It was darker than it should have been this early in the
afternoon. It looked like it should have been nearly eight o’clock
instead of not-quite-three. I thought for a moment this was why
Mama shouted so loudly, that she was angry with me for staying
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out too late and forgetting the eggs, but the sky told me something
different. Clouds boiled above my head, low and heavy. I was used
to seeing thunderheads build above muggy afternoon days, but
these clouds were different. These clouds were green, with violet
lightning that arced across them. Each bolt of lightning illuminated how the clouds roiled and rotated, slowly and ominously above
our farm. I had seen the sky turn green once before and I knew
what it meant: tornado weather. I began to jog towards the house,
dry dust puffing under my bare feet.
Mama stood a few steps from the kitchen door. She faced
the west field, her back to me, and screamed again into the unearthly calm that had spread itself across the May afternoon. “Katherine,
you answer me!”
“Here, Mama,” I called.
She whirled around, her blue skirt whipping around her
calves. Her hand fluttered up to her throat when she saw me and
she briefly closed her eyes. “There you are! Come on, now, quick,”
she said. “We need to get down cellar.” She turned around and
opened the small door next to our house that led to our underground root cellar.
I was almost across the yard when the unnatural stillness
that had enveloped us broke. It started with a whisper of wind
through my staticky hair. Prickles raced along my scalp. I had almost reached Mama and the cellar when I felt my ears pop.
I got to my mother, and she pulled me against her chest
briefly in a quick hug. By now, the wind had picked up enough
that both of our skirts were tugged back toward the direction of
the barn. The door to the cellar stood open, a narrow set of stairs
led down in to the dirt-smelling dark. I felt Mama lift her head to
look at the sky behind me. “Look!” she said and spun me around.
“Quickly!”
I looked. Behind the outline of our barn, a wall of clouds
loomed, almost black behind the green sky above us. The green
clouds still rotated heavily, but a thin point of cloud had begun to
worm its way down out of the roiling mass towards the ground.
As I watched, it retreated back into the clouds, but two more thin
tendrils spun themselves out above our trees and reached toward
the ground. Another funnel poked through the clouds beyond the
trees, in the direction of town. The air, which had been so still just
a moment before, was filled with a deep rumbling roar that sounded like the freight trains that now passed through town. Mama and
I stood mesmerized at the cellar door, her feet on the first ladder
step and mine still on the ground, our heads even, and watched the
oncoming storm.
We stood there for what seemed like an hour watching the
funnel clouds dip and pull themselves out of the sky, although I
know now we couldn’t have stayed there more than a few seconds.
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Mama moved first and tugged on my skirt. She ushered me down
the narrow stairs ahead of her, then reached back out to grab the
door and shut it behind us. I heard her slide the bar across the door,
shutting it against the storm. The darkness in the shelter was warm
velvet pressed against my eyes, close against me until the click-clickclick of Mama lighting our old Coleman lantern chased it away.
Most of the time, our storm cellar was our root cellar. It
was small, only big enough for me to take two big steps across it in
any direction and barely tall enough for Mama to stand up straight.
Two of the walls were covered by large shelves lined with the canning Mama and Grandma put up every fall. Baskets of potatoes and
onions and beets were stacked against another wall, along with two
hulking crocks of pickles. Two chairs and a folded-up card table
leaned against the underside of the stairs.
Mama hung the lantern on a bent nail sticking out from
one of the beams that ran along the ceiling. “Help me get the chairs
out, please,” she said as light flooded into the corners of the tiny
room. We unfolded the card table and sat down, squeezed close
together around one corner of the wobbly aluminum-framed table.
“Mama, does Daddy have a cellar out in the woods?” Daddy
and my brother Joe worked for Greenbriar Logging between planting and harvest time to bring in extra money. They were both in
the woods today, I knew; I had heard Daddy’s old truck fire up before dawn this morning when he left. What would they do if they
got caught in a tornado?
“No, he doesn’t. He’ll see the storm coming, though, if it
goes out that way, and they’ll be safe if they lay down in a ditch.
They’ll be all right.” Outside, the storm roared and thrashed.
Something thudded hollowly against the shelter door above us and
Mama jumped. “Katherine. Do you remember your harmonies,
like Miss Linda taught you?”
“I think so.”
“Let’s practice.”
My mom was an alto in the church choir and I loved to hear
her sing. I loved her voice so much I was willing to put up with the
sound of my own to hear hers. While the storm raged on outside,
we sang together, her voice steady and low, mine high and thready,
with the sound of the wind whining through the door frame as
our accompaniment. Each time we heard something heavy hit the
door, we sang all the louder, trying to drown out what we could not
stop.
We sang “How Great Thou Art” twice and “Come Thou
Fount” once before it quieted down enough for us to think about
what we might find when we opened the door. By then, the only
noise we could hear around our own voices was the hush of rain.
We sang “Amazing Grace” one time all the way through, quieter, all
the verses, before Mama pushed her chair back and sighed.
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“Well. It should be safe to go back up now. The worst of it
will have passed by. Kay, I want you to stay here until I say you can
follow me. Is that clear?”
“Yes, ma’am.”
“All right.” She leaned over and kissed the top of my head
before standing up as straight as she could and heading towards the
stairs. She reached up and removed the board that held the heavy
wooden door shut, but before she reached for the door handle, I
saw her pause, just for a second. She whispered please God, then
pushed hard, up and out, on the door. Daylight flooded back into
our little shelter, but not much. The storm had brought its own
darkness to blot out the bright afternoon. Darkness and rain. Water dripped through the open door frame and plopped fat droplets
down on to the dusty wooden stairs. Mama’s blue dress darkened
as the water soaked through it. Her skirt spun, right, left, back to
the right, and then I heard her laugh. “Kay! Come up! It’s all right,”
she said, turning her head back to face me. Water ran along her
jawline into her smile. I pushed my own chair back and followed
my mother’s Keds-clad feet up into the rain-soaked world.
Our house still stood, sturdy and strong, its white-washed
wood slats splattered with mud and leaves. The small circular
window in the attic had been broken by the tree branch that still
protruded from it, its green leaves fluttering in the downpour, and
there were a few shingles scattered across the yard, but that was
all. A few bright red boards were missing from the side of our barn,
leaving the wall looking jagged and scarred. It probably wouldn’t
take Daddy more than a day to fix it. Our lawn looked the worst;
I could barely see the grass underneath all the tree limbs scattered
across it. There had been a little shed on the other side of the yard
from the barn where my dad kept some of his tools and that was
completely gone. Leading away from where the shed had stood
was a gash carved through the trees, ten yards wide at the treeline,
leading away from our house and toward J Highway. It led toward
town.
Mama hustled me towards the house, both of us shielding
our faces from sheets of rain. I looked back at the barn once, hoping to see the orange cat, but curtains of water blocked my view.
Just inside the kitchen door, we dried off as best we could.
Mama pulled my bright yellow rain slicker off of its hook and draped
it over my shoulders. I fastened its silver-tone clasps as she pulled
on her own dark blue jacket.
“Get your shoes,” she said.
“Are we going to go check on the cows?”
“No. We’re going to go down into town to see if folks need
help. I want to check on Radene, too, and find your dad.”
Radene was my brother Joe’s wife. They had gotten married
last spring right after graduation, at the courthouse up in Van Bu-
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ren. Joe had bought a couple acres of land from our dad and built
a house on it, right down the hill from us. Radene let me help her
make cornbread when I visited, and I hoped she would have a baby
soon. I told her that last fall, while we were helping can tomatoes.
She had laughed, high and bright, and hugged my shoulders, leaving tomato stains on my dress.
We kept the keys to our 1950 Ford in the ignition. That way,
Daddy had said, we always knew where to find them. Mama started
the engine while I cleared away the largest branches in front of the
car. We bumped and jostled our way down the narrow dirt track
toward the highway. On our way out the door, Mama had handed
me the large, flat, white tin box that she kept our first-aid supplies
in and told me to hang on to that, now. She had also picked up the
wickedly sharp hatchet from where Daddy kept it by the door and
put it in the backseat. I didn’t know what she wanted that for, and
I got a cold, squirmy feeling when I saw it in her hand.
Mama drove carefully, braking before every bend and twist
in the road. The road was full of leaves and small broken twigs, and
we had to stop twice to get out of the car and drag larger branches
out of our path, but the road was mostly clear. It took us five minutes to get to Radene and Joe’s driveway. I looked up as we neared
it, expecting to see their cheerful blue house as always. Instead,
there was a ruin of broken boards. The small house was half gone,
its front wall ripped from the ground and scattered across what remained of the yard. Their front room stood open to the sky, walls
bright white and dining table flipped upside down and cockeyed,
half-tipped across a broken window.
“Where’s their house?” I asked, stunned. “Mama, what happened to their house?”
She stopped the car with a jolt, letting the clutch out at
once and killing the engine. She pushed on my shoulder so I faced
her across the Ford’s bench seat and put her head close to mine. “I
want you to stay right here until I tell you to come out, do you hear
me? Right here, on this spot. If I tell you to close your eyes, you do
it. If I tell you to run to me, you do it, right then. Answer me.”
“Yes, ma’am,” I said. Tears started to drip down my cheeks
and I swallowed back a sob.
“Good girl,” she said, and took the first-aid kit from me. She
got out of the car and walked toward the mass of wood and ruin
that had been my brother’s home. When she got near where the
kitchen door had been, she bent forward and pulled aside a large
piece of red wood. It was the same color as their front door. When
she had moved that away, she bent toward the ground again, setting the first-aid kit down next to her. I realized she was standing in
front of the storm cellar, but I had not been able to see it under all
the debris until then. Mama got down on her knees in front of the
still-shut-tight door and pressed her face against it. She sat like that
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for a moment, then stood up just as the door swung up and out.
Radene emerged from the cellar. She stood on the top step
for a long moment, taking in the destruction that lay around her,
before she bowed her head forward into her hands. Her shoulders
shook with sobs. Mama put an arm around her, comforting, then
led her toward the car. Radene let herself be led away, and even
carried the first-aid kit when Mama pressed it into her hands. I
opened the passenger door and scooted to the middle of the bench
seat. By the time she got herself seated, Radene was sniffling rather
than sobbing outright. She wrapped an arm around me when she
got in and squished my head in to her shoulder.
“I’m glad you two are all right,” she said. “Thank you for
getting me out. I couldn’t open the door to the cellar and I thought
I would be stuck in there until Joe-” her voice, thick and dulled,
broke when she said my brother’s name.
Mama had gotten back in the car by then, and she reached
over to take Radene’s hand. “We’ll find them,” she said. The two of
them looked at each other over my head and Mama started the car
again.
Fremont, as it was then, started with Red’s Garage on Highway 60. The Fremont Hotel was the next building, on the right
side of the highway. It was three stories tall, made of brick, and it
had four gleaming white pillars right out front. I thought it was
the prettiest building I had ever seen. There was a cafe on the first
floor, and Daddy had taken me there for lunch on my tenth birthday. After the hotel was the intersection with Main Street. You
turned right if you wanted to go to the feed store or the B&H Grocery or any of the other stores that lined the street. A left turn took
you to the new two-story schoolhouse that had just been finished
this year. Kids had started going to school in it as it was built; first
had been the seventh and eighth graders starting in September of
1956. By January, they had stopped busing the high-schoolers thirty
minutes to Van Buren, and they all finished the year here. This September, the one-room schoolhouse I had attended since first grade
would be completely closed, and I would start sixth grade in the
new building. I didn’t want school to start, but I wondered what it
would be like to go to school in a building like that.
When our car crested the hill above town that afternoon, I
didn’t understand what I saw at first. Red’s Garage, where Daddy always took the truck if he couldn’t fix it, was gone. It wasn’t half-broken like Joe and Radene’s; it was just gone. A pile of white-painted
cinder blocks marked where the building used to be and that was it.
The hotel was a ruin. Its roof slumped toward town, caved in over
the place where there was once a wall. Two pillars still stood by the
door, but there was no sign of the others. I couldn’t see the school
at all through the rain.
Mama pulled our car off the road in to what had been Red’s
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parking lot. She shut the car off with the key this time and got out.
Radene opened her own door and got out, still carrying the first aid
kit. I made to stay put like Mama had told me. She opened the back
door to pick the hatchet up from the floor and looked at me over
the seat.
“Kay, we may need another set of hands. Do you remember
what I said before, to close your eyes if I tell you to?”
“Yes, ma’am.”
I got out of the car. Rain still fell, but it was slackening. My
skin stuck damply to the lining of my slicker, but it kept most of
the water off. Mama and Radene had picked their way through the
puddles to where a small man stood, still and shocked next to the
rubble. I walked up just in time to hear Red’s voice over the hush of
rain.
“There may be folks down in town that need help sorting through, and they’ll be glad of it, but most of us got down cellar pretty quick. It’s just the grace of God that school was out for
the summer. Look at that,” he said, waving his hand towards the
school. He shook his head. “Look at that.”
I looked up the road, still expecting to see the school. It
wasn’t the rain that had blocked my view of it after all; the entire
building was gone, reduced to rubble just like the garage. Three
twists of metal piping protruded above a huge splay of broken
bricks, and that was all that was left of my new school. Radene
gasped and clutched the first aid kit to her abdomen. My mother
swayed on her feet when she saw what had become of the school,
but she stayed silent. She nodded at Red, then led us across the
highway toward town and the ruins of the hotel, where a small
crowd had started to gather.
When we got to the hotel, I recognized a few ladies from
church. Miss Linda, the Sunday School teacher, was there, as was
Mrs. Washburn, who ran the B&H and sang in choir with Mama.
Mama and Radene hugged each of them, and I watched the rain as
they talked. My eyes kept going back to the ruin of the school, the
heap of fine new bricks. I felt dizzy when I looked at it, like I needed
to sit down right away, but I couldn’t stop looking.
A pair of headlights lit up the road from down the highway,
coming from the opposite direction we had. I stepped closer to
Radene as the headlights pulled in to the parking lot with us. The
driver’s side door swung open and I heard, “Mattie?”
Mama’s head swung around toward the voice. “John!” she
said and ran to throw her arms around Daddy’s neck. I followed her
across the lot and pressed my face against Daddy’s shoulder. He
wrapped one arm around my back and hugged both of us to him.
If he hadn’t spoken, I never would have recognized him. He was
filthy, covered head to toe in mud and dirt. I couldn’t even see the
pattern of his shirt through the muck that caked him. Rain carried
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the mud down his trouser legs in thin rivulets, transferring on to
my yellow slicker where we were pressed together.
“The house is fine, but Joe and Radene’s-”
Daddy pulled back from her and said, “Is she here?”
“Yes,” Mama answered slowly.
“Mattie, Joe is fine. He will be fine. Okay?”
“What happened?”
“He’s in the truck, and I’m going to take him on to the doctor in Van Buren, but I need to see if anyone else needs the same
before we-”
“What happened?” Mama’s shriek cut through the night and
brought Radene running.
“We were coming back out of the woods when the storm
hit,” my father said, taking his hand off my back to catch Radene’s
hand. “Joe saw the clouds coming, but we didn’t have time to get
underground. We had to lay down in a ditch. The worst of it missed
us, but Joey got hit by something. A piece of metal, maybe. It cut
his leg up pretty bad, and we’re thinking his ankle may be broken.
He’s in the flatbed. Ray, honey, can you ride with him?”
Radene nodded, her lips thinned and pale in her face. She
climbed up in the back of the truck as soon as Daddy let go of her
hand. Her breath hitched twice as she swung herself over the
tailgate. As she climbed, my father hugged my mother again and
turned toward the crowd gathered by the hotel wreckage.
“I’m going to go see who else needs space in the truck,” he said.
Muck and mud streaked down his pant legs in the rain. “You girls
stay here with him.”
Mama was halfway over the tailgate by the time he finished speaki
ng, her blue dress rucked above her knees so she could climb. I followed her up and over.
My brother lay in the truck’s bed, just as covered in mud as
Daddy had been. He leaned against the back of the cab, legs out
straight, his face pale where the rain had washed some of the mud
away. He held a dark bandanna pressed hard against his right leg,
just above the knee. His boot on that foot looked tighter than it
should, its laces straining across the top. Radene sat down next to
him, her striped skirt gone muddy already. She pressed her hand
over his on the bandanna and he flinched when she brushed his
knee. He leaned his head back against the cab and moved his hand
away, letting Radene keep pressure on his wound. Blood grimed
his hand, rubbed into the lines on his fingers, rust-colored where it
mixed in with the mud.
“Hey there,” Joe said once we had all climbed in the truck.
“Are you guys all right? How is the house?” He turned to Radene
as he asked the last question and she shut her eyes.
“We had some damage,” she said. “Your mom and Kay had
to help me out of the cellar.”
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Joe took a deep breath, then pushed his hand against his
side and grimaced. “Hurt my ribs too, I think. We’ll rebuild what
we need to, hon. It’ll be all right.”
Radene opened her mouth as if to say something else, then
pressed her lips together and nodded. “At least you’re okay,” she
said and kissed his mud-smudged cheek.
“Y’all can use the spare room if you need it,” Mama said and
I nodded.
We all looked up as a shout came from Main Street. A man,
soaked and muddy, ran up the street towards the highway and our
truck, waving his arms above his head. As he got closer, I recognized Mr. Brawley from church. “Help!” he yelled. “Please!”
Water splashed from Daddy’s boots as he ran towards Mr.
Brawley. They met in the middle of Main. Daddy caught Mr.
Brawley’s arm to keep him from running right on past. I couldn’t
hear what Mr. Brawley said when they came together, but I saw his
knees sag out from under him, and I heard Daddy yell for Mama.
His voice carried through the hush of the rain, loud and urgent,
then he and Mr. Brawley turned and ran back towards town.
Mama swung herself back over the tailgate, looking back at
us once. She picked the hatchet up from where she had dropped it
in the mud and Radene handed her the first aid kit over the side of
the truck. “Head back to the car, Kay,” Mama said as she started to
jog. “I don’t think I want you to see this.”
I hopped out of the truck after her and left Joe and Radene
behind. I looked back at them from halfway across the road, and
they had their foreheads pressed together, Radene’s arm around
Joe’s shoulders. I continued to the car, shuffling my feet slowly
through the puddles as I went.
From behind me, I heard a scream. I turned around, my
hand on the car’s door handle. Mama and Daddy walked quickly
back up Main Street. They carried a dark snarl with them, stretched
out across a tarp. A tan shape bounced along behind Mama’s feet: a
piece of fence post, I realized. It was ragged along the bottom, like
it had been chopped hastily away from a larger piece. Mr. Brawley jogged along next to the bundle. Every few steps, he touched
the very edge of the tarp, keeping his fingertips away from the dark
shape on it. It was barbed wire Mama and Daddy carried between
them, a dense tangle of it, and I didn’t understand why until I saw
Mrs. Brawley’s skirt fabric tangled up inside it. The tarp twisted
and dipped as my parents ran and Mrs. Brawley’s scream was ragged and wild from inside the wire. Mr. Brawley reached out to the
bundle that held his wife, his hand a pale star in the rain.
When they got Mrs. Brawley to the truck, Mama and Daddy
lay her down in the back with Joe and Radene. Radene shrunk away
when she saw, shaking her head no, no, no, but she stayed next to
my brother, even as Mrs. Brawley continued to scream. Mr. Braw-
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ley threw himself into the passenger seat. Daddy sprinted for the
cab and cranked over the engine. The truck’s tires threw a fan of
mud and water into the air and then they were going, fading tail
lights in the easing storm.
Mama walked across the highway to me and noticed where
I was looking. She was pale. She put her hand over my eyes; too
late, too late. “Shut your eyes now, Kay,” she said. “Keep them shut
until you can’t hear that truck anymore, you hear?”
I did.
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POETRY

UTTERLY SILENT AND UTTERLY
STILL
Jed Luther

Utterly silent and utterly still.
I gaze through the forest from this green hill.
The eyes and ears they’ve both deceived,
that which I hope for they’ve falsely received.
Utterly silent and utterly still.
The cold has begun to test my will.
Fingers, nose, and ears all frozen,
but this is a suffering I’ve gladly chosen.
Utterly silent and utterly still.
The call of a crow is deafening and shrill.
The scratch of a squirrel or the rasping wind’s shutter,
raises my heart rate to just past a flutter.
Utterly silent and utterly still.
The slow plodding step fills my chest with a thrill.
When out of the trees comes the quarry I’ve sought.
I move to position to line up the shot.
Utter chaos, a deafening roar.
The animal’s majesty, tainted with gore.
I stand with my rifle and walk from the hill,
to find him utterly silent and utterly still.
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POETRY

STRANGERS
AND SUNSETS
Anson Nygaard

For the American
War Is All
Spit
and Cock
in a Calloused Hand
in a Full of Shit
Porta-Jon
Mouth Breathing
so as not to smell it,
And Sunsets.
- THERE
in Lies
the Rub!
For the American
War Is All
Staff
Sergeants
Infection
Self-Inflicted Sucking
Chest Wounds,
And Sunsets.
For the American
War Is All
Dead Hajjis
US
and Others
Incoming
Kids with 5.56mm
Holes
in their Shins
Screaming
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Love,
And Sunsets.
For the American
War Is All
Filthy Assholes
in a Hot Tent
Laughing to a Radio
Cowboys cheering on
Apaches
Locals
Losing Horses
Strangers,
And Sunsets.
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incorporate heavy sensory details alongside rhythm and rhyme inspired by hip hop artists Aesop Rock and MF DOOM while having
the idealism of Pat The Bunny and Pigeon Pit. Her main goal with
poetry is to inspire change in the people who read it.

Ellie Buick is an undergraduate visual art student from southeast
Michigan. She creates work that is both playful and dark, a sort
of lively grotesque. She hopes to provide emotionally supportive
artwork to her viewers, breaking them of their reservations of the
body and the surrounding world, as well as making images full of
color and intrigue.

Marko Capoferri is currently working on a BA in Creative

Writing and Literature and the Environment at the University of
Montana.

Denae Carter is a Creative Writing student at the University of

Montana. Originally from Utah, she has spent the past few years
on the beaches of Hawaii, but after missing the extreme seasons
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and mountainous surroundings, she found herself in Missoula,
MT. She is a firm believer in the beauty and power of each individual’s voice and is loving the challenge of finding her own.

Shane Coburn is a poet and songwriter in Missoula, Montana.
Schuyler Diess is a senior at the University of Montana studying
Human Biology, with hopes of going to school to become a physician’s assistant. She enjoys creative writing, specifically nonfiction, and hopes to remain involved in Missoula’s creative writing
community in the years after she graduates.

Will Frost is an undergraduate student getting his BA in English

with a concentration in Creative Writing. Will typically writes
poetry and short-fiction, but dabbles in non-fiction essays as well.
Will grew up on an organic ranch in south-central Colorado, using
his unconventional background as a catalyst for his writing.

Kaden Harrison is an undergraduate at the University of Mon-

tana majoring in Journalism and minoring in Wildlife Biology and
Philosophy. He enjoys playing “Super Smash Brother’s Melee” for
the Nintendo GameCube and considers himself a romantic.

Kelaiah Horat is a Montana native from the Bitterroot Valley,

and now a junior pursuing a degree in Music Performance on the
violin. Even as a small child, Kelaiah was obsessed with expression,
and took every creative opportunity presented. Kelaiah works
in many visual mediums, including charcoal, pencil, acrylic, oil,
watercolor, ink, mixed medium, and digital arts. Kelaiah also does
on-commission work ranging from paintings to logo design. In addition to visual art, Kelaiah enjoys writing poetry, baking, hiking,
downhill skiing and spending time with her cat, Giavanna-Simone.

Mielle Hubbard is a junior at UM studying English and Math

Education. She enjoys telling people this because she likes to see
the face they make when they are impressed with someone. Mielle
is sometimes disappointed when people don’t ask what her name
means. It means ‘honey’ in French and Spanish.

Jed Luther is a professional brewer and student. He hails from an
inconsequential town in North Dakota, which is why he now lives
in the beauty of Missoula. He is an avid hunter, outdoor enthusiast, and loving husband and father.

Dylan McCarthy is an avid photographer from Helena.
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Shane C. Murphy is an undergraduate student at the University

of Montana, studying English Creative Writing with a specialization in Poetry. Originally from a small Montanan town, he moved
to Missoula to pursue a passion in studying the human condition
and understanding perspective. He focuses on pushing the English
language to its limits. Writing in the abstract or the meaningless
to show that the creation of meaning is more important than its
intention.

Anson Nygaard is getting his BA in English at the University of
Montana. He writes about his experiences as an Infantryman in
the U.S. Army and his time spent in the mountains.

Nicholas Puckett is an undergraduate journalism student from
Castle Rock, Colorado.

Erin Sargent is a freshman at the University of Montana study-

ing Journalism and Dance. Her favorite color is pink. Erin wishes
that she could play the banjo, but as with most string instruments,
the strings hurt her fingers. She enjoys Vines just a little too much.

Nicholas Soderburg is currently pursuing a Creative Writing degree at the University of Montana. Soderburg grew up in southern
California. His work has been published in Orange Coast Review,
Monster Children, F’d Up Zine, and most recently in Til the Cows
Come Home: Montanans in the 21st Century.

Savannah Stewart is a third year Wildlife Biology major and

Climate Change Studies minor at UM. She came to Montana from
the mountains of California, where she developed a passion for
nature and protecting the environment. When she’s not working
or studying, Savannah loves to read, draw, hike, and go on adventures.

Gabrielle Tusberg’s interest in graphic design and art has been

a constant since she was young. Her father was a graphic designer
for Nike for fifteen years. Because of his influence she enrolled in a
graphic design class in high school and spent most of her time using InDesign and Photoshop. In college she decided to pursue her
passion and major in Graphic Design. Since starting college she
has tried to experiment with mediums that are more hands on like
painting with acrylics and oils and combining them with tools like
Illustrator and Photoshop. Unlike most of her art pieces Chrysalis is a collage piece with photos of her childhood. She hopes to
continue to improve and understand what exactly her style is.
Constant creating is necessary for her creativity to improve as well
as indulging in her fellow student’s work.
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She would like to thank The Oval for giving her and students like
her the opportunity to share these works. She appreciates our consideration.

Pattie Wagner is a junior at the University of Montana pursuing

a degree in Geosciences. She was born and raised in Helena, Montana but has called Missoula home since 2004.

Alecia Weis, 22, is a senior at the University of Montana studying
English with an emphasis in Creative Writing. She enjoys writing
about her childhood growing up on a farm in Eastern Montana,
her very evident daddy issues, and her crippling anxiety. Who
doesn’t? She loves hikes in Blue Mountain with her pups, Lennie and Drake, (yes, he’s named after the rapper) and a nice Poor
Farmer Hard Cider after a long day’s work. She plans to graduate
in May of this year, if everything runs smoothly, but doesn’t have
many plans for the future. She’s wingin’ it, so wish her luck!

Ashley Wilkins is from Snohomish, Washington. She has been

dabbling in various forms of art for many years. She has found her
interests lie in photography and painting, but digital art presents
a unique opportunity to discover. She is a first-year Undergraduate student studying both Russian Language and International
Relations.
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HONORABLE MENTIONS
The Oval would like to congratulate this year’s Honorable Mentions. Their pieces of Fiction, Non-Fiction, Poetry, and Visual Art
will be shown on our website, alongside the pieces in this year’s
edition. Visit www.umoval.wordpress.com for all information
regarding The Oval.

FARMER CARL • Lorri Bethel • Poetry
SWEET DREAMS • Madeline Broom • Visual Art
TWINS 8X8 • Ellie Buick • Visual Art
BEBOP MY STONE WALL • Julia Burkhart • Poetry
IN THE MARGINS • Marko Capoferri • Non-Fiction
SECRETS • Rowan David • Fiction
TASTE OF FATE • Will Frost • Fiction
THE ART OF THE UNFINISHED • Grace Held • Poetry
PEOPLE LIKE YOU • Kaitlyn Van Helden • Fiction
NOT LONG ENOUGH • Alexzandera Miller • Poetry
BIG DITCH • Clayton Springmeyer • Non-Fiction
SLEEPING • Gabrielle Tusberg • Visual Art
JUST DIRT • Alecia Weis • Non-Fiction
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An endless thank you to our sponsors:
Maureen and Mike Mansfield Library
Associated Students of the University of Montana
University of Montana
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